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Abstract  
 
This thesis studies the behavior of the upper parts of the westerly wind profiles (260o – 280o) 
measured at the Danish National Test Site for Large Wind Turbines at Høvsøre in the north western 
Jutland. The westerly wind profiles from this site are complicated by different internal boundary 
layers due to the sites location not more than 1700 meters from the North Sea. The upper parts (80 – 
160 meters) of the westerly wind profiles at the site are thought to be lying inside the boundary 
layer created over the North Sea since the internal boundary layer that grows as the air is advected 
from the sea over the land surface is supposed not yet to have grown higher than a maximum of 80 
meters this short distance inland. Hence the wind speed in the upper parts of the wind profiles at the 
site is thought to dependent upon the stability of the upstream marine atmospheric boundary layer. 
The hypothesis is that the stability of the marine atmospheric boundary layer is the dominant player 
behind the behavior of the upper parts of the wind profiles at Høvsøre, and that it is possible to 
show an over speed effect in case of stable upstream atmospheric conditions compared to neutral 
conditions, and an under speed effect in unstable upstream conditions. 
 
The upstream stability is measured at the offshore wind farm at Horns Rev 120 km south west of 
Høvsøre under the assumption that the stability measured there is the same as just off the coast 
upstream of the site at Høvsøre. The upstream stability is quantified by assigning the different 
measurements of the stability of the marine atmospheric boundary layer into seven stability classes. 
By comparing measurements of the stability at Horns Rev with the simultaneous wind profile 
measured at Høvsøre it is possible to plot all wind profiles related to each of the seven upstream 
stability classes. In this way the behaviors of the upper parts of the wind profiles in relation to each 
upstream stability class can be analyzed, and by comparing the mean profiles calculated from all the 
wind profiles in each of the seven stability classes the difference between them can be seen.    
 
It is found that the results of this analysis agree with the hypothesis and it is concluded that the 
stability of the upstream marine atmospheric boundary layer has a considerable influence on the 
upper parts of the wind profiles at Høvsøre.  
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Resumé 
 
Denne rapport omhandler den øvre del af de vestlige vindprofiler (260o – 280o), der måles på Risøs 
nationale prøvestation for store vindmøller ved Høvsøre i det nordvestlige Jylland. Disse 
vindprofiler kompliceres af tilstedeværelsen af forskellige interne grænselag grundet 
prøvestationens beliggenhed tæt ved den jyske vestkyst, der befinder sig kun 1700 meter væk. Den 
øvre del af disse vindprofiler (80 – 160 meter) tænkes at befinde sig i det interne grænselag, der er 
dannet ude over Vesterhavet, og derfor er vindhastigheden i den øvre del af vindprofilerne på 
Høvsøre mere afhængige af stabiliteten af dette opstrøms grænselag end af stabiliteten ved jorden 
på Høvsøre.  
Hypotesen, der forsøges eftervist i denne rapport er, at stabiliteten af det marine atmosfæriske 
grænselag opstrøms for Høvsøre er den primære fysiske forklaring på opførslen af den øvre del af 
vindprofilerne målt på Høvsøre, og at det derfor er muligt at vise en større vindhastighed i den øvre 
del af vindprofilet når det marine atmosfæriske grænselag er stabilt i forhold til neutralt, og også at 
vindhastigheden er lavere i den øvre del af vindprofilet når det marine atmosfæriske grænselag er 
ustabilt. 
 
Stabiliteten af det marine atmosfæriske grænselag måles på Horns Rev vindmøllefarm, der er 
placeret ude i Vesterhavet cirka 120 kilomter sydvest for Høvsøre. Dette gøres under den antagelse 
at stabiliteten af det marine atmosfæriske grænselag målt på Horns Rev kan formodes at være den 
samme som over havet ud for Høvsøre. Denne stabilitet kvantificeres ved at tildele den målte 
stabilitet til syv forskellige stabilitetsklasser. Ved at sammenligne målinger af de forskellige 
stabiliteter ved Horns Rev direkte med de målte vindprofiler på Høvsøre er det muligt at plotte 
grafer for alle vindprofiler tilhørende hver af de syv stabilitetsklasser. På denne måde kan 
tendenserne i opførslen af den øverste del af de forskellige vindprofiler tilhørende de forskellige 
opstrøms stabilitetsklasser sammenlignes, og ved at sammenligne de syv midlede profiler over alle 
vindprofiler tilhørende hver af de syv forskellige stabilitets klasser er det muligt at udtale sig om 
sammenhængen mellem vindhastigheden i den øvre del af vindprofilerne og påvirkningen af denne 
af stabiliteten opstrøms over havet. 
 
Resultaterne af analysen viser sig at bekræfte hypotesen og det kan derfor konkluderes, at 
stabiliteten af det marine atmosfæriske grænselag har en betydelig indflydelse på den øvre del af 
vindprofilerne der måles på Høvsøre. 
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1. Introduction 
 
Extracting the energy of the wind and turning it into electricity is today a major industry. The need 
for wind energy is growing as the political trend in energy policy demands reduction in CO2 
emission and hence more sustainable energy instead of energy produced from the burning of fossil 
fuels. The wind is a natural sustainable energy resource coming from the solar powered fluid 
dynamics in the Earth’s atmosphere, but it is also a resource that is not controllable and not always 
reliable. Therefore scientific research in understanding the behavior of the wind and its potentials as 
an energy resource is necessary and it is within this field of applied meteorology that this report is 
concerned. 
  
The energy in the wind is essentially kinetic energy depending on the mass of air passing a certain 
area and the square of the wind speed, v. Since the air mass passing an area in a given time is 
proportional to the wind speed, the energy of the wind is proportional to the cube of the wind speed, 
 [Gipe (2004), pp. 29-30]. The wind speed is therefore the key parameter in wind power 
and so it is crucial to be able to assess the local wind climate with high precision before siting wind 
turbines, as only a small error in estimated wind speed can have a large impact on the energy output 
from the turbines. As the energy output is also dependent upon area, the area a turbine’s wings 
sweep can be increased in order to gain more energy from the wind. This results in larger turbines 
with greater rotor diameter and taller towers to support the longer wings. According to [Gipe 
(2004), pp. 84] the development in the wind power industry goes towards building turbines with a 
hub height
3
windP v∝
1 well above 80 meters. 
 
The behavior of the wind from the ground and up to around 50-80 meters, called the Surface Layer 
(SL), is well known and proven by numerous measurements. In this layer, in neutral atmospheric 
conditions, the wind speed increases logarithmically with height and the method for assessing wind 
speeds, when locating wind turbines, has been to extrapolate this logarithmic function for the entire 
height where the turbine operates [Troen & Petersen (1989), pp. 566]. Measurements from tall 
masts have shown that this method does not apply above the SL and so, as the future wind turbines 
are built to operate above this layer, research in the behavior of the wind above the SL is needed 
[Gryning et al. (2007)].  
 
Scientist from the Wind Energy Department at Denmark’s Risø National Laboratory have addressed 
the problem as part of the work to gain further insight into the wind profiles measured at the 
laboratory’s National Test Site for Large Wind Turbines at Høvsøre. The test site’s location near the 
west coast of Jutland complicates the wind profiles as the presence of the coastline creates different 
Internal Boundary Layers (IBL) over the site when the wind is blowing from the sea. In [Gryning et 
al. (2007)] the wind profile above the SL during easterly winds, where the upstream conditions are 
homogeneous, has been modeled with some success, but the modeling of the westerly wind profiles 
above the SL are still unaccounted for.  
 
The inspiration for this bachelor thesis derives from this problem and from a previous study within 
this field during my bachelor education. In my fourth semester I was part of a group writing a 
project on the westerly mean wind profiles at Høvsøre, trying to see if the model proposed by 
[Gryning et al. (2007)] for the easterly winds could be applied during westerly winds [Nielsen & 
                                                 
1 The height where the wings are fixed to the rotor 
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Hansen (2007)]. The result was not surprisingly that the model could not be used directly on 
westerly winds, but it showed that the wind profile agreed with the model in being logarithmic to a 
height of 80 meters in the SL. Above this height it indicated that there was a transition from the IBL 
caused by the land surface to the Marine Atmospheric Boundary Layer (MABL) as a significant 
change in the wind speed indicated that the influence from the air above the sea was dominant here. 
These results meant that to understand the westerly wind profile above the SL at Høvsøre, the 
properties of the MABL had to be investigated.  
 
A recent Ph.D. thesis on the subject [Nissen (2008)] has addressed the problem by using a well 
established numeric mesoscale atmospheric model setup to reproduce the expected physical 
properties of the MABL and compare the results to the measured westerly wind profiles at Høvsøre. 
The thesis finds that there is a seasonal variability in the normalized mean wind profiles above 40 
meters and that the model used is able to reproduce this signal. It is concluded that the physical 
processes simulated, especially the stability of the MABL, is likely to be the major physical cause 
behind the behavior of the westerly wind profiles at Høvsøre.  
 
This bachelor thesis is inspired by [Nissen (2008)] and tries to validate its results by comparing the 
actual measured stability of the MABL with the westerly wind profiles at Høvsøre. The hypothesis 
is that it is possible to show an over speed effect in case of stable upstream atmospheric conditions 
in the MABL compared to neutral conditions, and an under speed effect in unstable conditions. The 
stability of the MABL can be calculated from meteorological data measured at Horns Rev offshore 
wind farm some 120 km south west of Høvsøre out in the North Sea under the assumption that the 
MABL has similar properties just off the coast at Høvsøre where there is unfortunately no 
measuring mast installed. This direct comparison should be able to reproduce the signal of over- 
and under speed in the upper region of the wind profile expected to be due to stability effects, and 
thereby adding further evidence to the expectation that the stability of the MABL is the main 
physical process that should be used to explain the upper part of the wind profiles at Høvsøre. This 
could be summarized to a problem statement for this thesis saying:  
1.1. Problem statement 
To what extent is there a connection between the stability of the MABL and the wind speed at 
heights between 80 and 160 meters at Høvsøre during advection of an air mass from the sea over 
the land surface? 
1.2. Method 
To answer the question posed in the problem statement it is necessary to quantify the concept of 
atmospheric stability in some way. The best way to measure the boundary layer stability is by a 
parameter called the Monin-Obukhov length which accounts for both mechanical and buoyant 
instability in terms of turbulence, as it will be explained later in the theoretical section.  
The sign of the Monin-Obukhov length can either be positive or negative implying that either the 
atmosphere is stable or unstable. The magnitude of the parameter then implies to what degree the 
atmosphere is either stable or unstable.  
The Monin-Obukhov length can be quantified according to [Gryning et al. (2007)] by defining 
seven classes of stability; three being stable, three unstable and one neutral. When calculating the 
Monin-Obukhov length of the MABL from the measurements at Horns Rev, the measurements 
from each time of measure can be assigned to one of the defined stability classes. In this way a 
mean wind profile from the measurements at Høvsøre can be generated for each stability class of 
the MABL. The seven different mean wind profiles dependent on the MABL stability can then be 
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compared to see to what extent the stability of the MABL has an impact on the wind profiles 
between 80 and 160 meters at Høvsøre. 
Furthermore the measurements from the SL at Høvsøre can also be assigned to a stability class. In 
this way it is possible to investigate whether the stability in the SL at Høvsøre has an impact on the 
upper part of the wind profiles that is assumed to be controlled mainly by the stability of the 
MABL. Especially the case with neutral stability in the SL is interesting and will be analyzed.  
By using this method it should be possible to discuss the upper mean wind profiles at Høvsøre and 
to what extent they are dependent on the upstream stability.  
1.3. Official requirements for the bachelor thesis 
This report is intended to fulfill the requirements for the Bachelor of Science degree in Physics at 
Roskilde University. In accordance with the study board’s definitions this project falls within the 
category of an experimental project where empirical data is interpreted theoretically. Due to the 
nature of the subject, where data from extensive time periods is required, it has been impossible to 
conduct measurements on my own. Therefore the data has been acquired from two well established 
meteorological measuring masts and provided by Risø National Laboratory. All subsequent data 
analysis has been made by me and should therefore fulfill the requirements for a project of this type.  
1.4. Target group 
It is assumed that readers of this report have the basic knowledge of physics and mathematics on an 
undergraduate university level to be able to understand the mathematical symbols and equations 
used. Students in relevant fields such as meteorology and physics and the like may have an interest 
in this report. It is also hoped that the results of the report can be of use for researchers in this field 
and contribute to the understanding of wind profiles in coastal areas, eventually leading to 
application in the wind energy industry.  
1.5. Compositions of the thesis 
The composition of it is presented in the following. 
 
The first section after this introduction is dedicated to the theories behind the involved physical 
quantities and equations. The point of the departure for the theoretical section is the governing 
equations of fluid dynamics and thermodynamics. From these the concept of wind profiles and 
stability can be described. The theoretical section is rather long, but it is considered important to 
have defined all the physical quantities properly before using them in the data analysis. 
 
Having established a solid theoretical background the next section is describing the measured data 
and how it is acquired. The section is called “measurements and site” and it is intended to explain 
how the data has been measured and what the geography and topography on the two measuring sites 
are like. It also presents the composition of the raw data.   
 
Prior to the last section on data analysis it is described how the raw data is sorted and structured. 
The computer program chosen for the data analysis is MATLAB. A large part of the work of 
writing this thesis has been to write the programs for sorting and structuring data in MATLAB. The 
code for these programs is presented in appendix B, and only a short explanation of what is done to 
the raw data before analyzing it is provided in this section. Having described how the data is 
prepared for analysis the analysis is carried through and a discussing of the results is given. 
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2. Theory 
The motion of air in the atmosphere is described by the physical subject called fluid dynamics. The 
superior source of energy driving these dynamics is the radiant energy received from the Sun, and 
the primary forces acting on the air in the atmospheric system are the natural forces of gravity and 
the pressure gradient force along with the fictitious Coriolis force, which is present due to the 
spinning of the Earth [Garratt (1992), pp. 24]. These forces, together with the topography of the 
Earth’s surface, are what create the complex and ever changing motions of air known as the 
weather.  
The motions of air occur on an immense range of both length and time scales, from the global to the 
extremely local, and from yearly cycles to changes within seconds. To distinguish between the 
different scales they can generally be divided into three broad categories named the micro-, meso- 
and macroscale [Aray (1988), pp.1]. This thesis is concerned with microscale meteorology that 
deals with length scales of a couple of kilometers or less, and the theory in this section is therefore 
limited to this domain. Processes happening on the meso- and macroscale may influence the 
microscale meteorology concerned here, but an explanation of processes on these scales is beyond 
the scope of this thesis, and hence only physical concepts utilized to understand and analyze the 
measured data will be presented. This theoretical section will start by explaining what is understood 
by the term Atmospheric Boundary Layer (ABL) and move on to give an explanation of the basic 
principles of boundary layer meteorology, focusing on the physics causing the wind profiles and 
especially the stability of the atmosphere. After reading this theory section one should be able to 
understand the background for the measured meteorological data and any formula and physical 
quantity used in the subsequent data analysis. 
2.1. The Atmospheric Boundary Layer 
The layer of air above the Earth’s surface, which is influenced by it, is called the Atmospheric 
Boundary Layer. It can according to [Garratt (1992), pp. 1] be defined as “the layer of air directly 
above the Earth’s surface in which the effects of the surface (friction, heating and cooling) are felt 
directly on time scales less than a day, and in which significant fluxes of momentum, heat and 
matter are carried by turbulent motions on a scale of the order of the depth of the boundary layer 
or less.” The following sections are introducing the physical processes that are taking place in the 
ABL.  
2.2. Governing equations  
The governing equations behind the flow in the ABL are those of fluid motion and fluid 
thermodynamics along with the concept of turbulent flow. These are presented in the following. 
2.2.1. Forces and the equations of motion for fluids 
To describe fluid flow the Newtonian principles of motion should be applied to an elemental parcel 
of the fluid. The concepts of conservation of mass, momentum and energy should be used as the 
central laws that govern the motion. Applying a Cartesian coordinate system as the reference frame 
and assuming an incompressible fluid (constant density), the principle of the conservation of mass 
leads to the equation of continuity [Arya (1988), pp. 91]: 
 
0u v w
x y z
∂ ∂ ∂+ + =∂ ∂ ∂        (1) 
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with x, y and z being the axes and u, v and w being the velocities in each direction respectively.  
Applying the principle of the conservation of momentum to an elemental volume of the fluid via 
Newton’s 2nd law of motion and equation (1), leads to Navier-Stokes’ equations describing the fluid 
flow in terms of the forces per unit mass working upon it. In a three dimensional flow in a Cartesian 
reference frame, fixed on the rotating surface of the Earth, the equations are for the x, y and z 
directions: 
 
21u u u u Pu v w fv
t x y z x
υρ
∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂+ + + = − + + ∇∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ u        (2) 
 
21v v v v Pu v w fu
t x y z y
υρ
∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂+ + + = − − + ∇∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ v        (3) 
 
21w w w w Pu v w g
t x y z z
υρ
∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂+ + + = − − + ∇∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ w        (4) 
 
According to [Arya (1988), pp. 92] the left sides of the equations describe the inertial forces in 
terms of the local acceleration and advection forces that work on a fluid element. The first term on 
the right hand side express the pressure gradient force, and for the x and y direction the second term 
represent the influence from the fictitious Coriolis force as a consequence of the rotation reference 
frame. Here is given byf 2 sinf φ= Ω , where Ω  is the rotational speed of the Earth and φ  the 
latitude [Arya (1988), pp. 68]. For the z direction there is no Coriolis force, but here the force of 
gravity applies.  
The last terms in the equations are the viscous or internal frictional forces on the fluid element, with 
υ  being the kinematic viscosity defined as /υ µ ρ=  . µ  is the dynamic viscosity and ρ  the density 
of the fluid [Nissen (2008), pp. 8]. The viscous forces are molecular properties of the fluid and they 
cause a shear stress,τ , between the different fluid layers which is proportional to the velocity 
gradient in each direction. The coefficient of proportionality is the dynamic viscosity and for the x, 
y and z directions the shear stress is given by:  
 
(xy yx
u v
y x
τ τ µ ∂ ∂= = +∂ ∂ )      
 
(xz zx
u w
z x
τ τ µ ∂ ∂= = +∂ ∂ )          (5) 
 
( )yz zy
v w
z y
τ τ µ ∂ ∂= = +∂ ∂  
 
The Navier-Stokes equations (eq. 2 – eq. 4) are a set of nonlinear second order differential 
equations that can only be solved analytically for limited cases when some of the terms are 
neglected and constraints and simplifications applied. This is going to be the case for the flow in the 
boundary layer as discussed later in the section about boundary layer flow.  
From (eq. 4) it can also be seen that by setting the inertial and viscous forces to zero, the hydrostatic 
equation can be deduced, stating that the pressure decreases with height in the atmosphere. 
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P g
z
ρ∂ = −∂           (6) 
 
This equation is important to the concept of stability that arises as a consequence of fluid 
thermodynamics and gravity as discussed below. 
2.2.2. Thermodynamics and atmospheric stability 
To account for buoyancy and stability effects the thermodynamics of air should be considered when 
discussing the atmospheric flow. The buoyancy driven motion occurs in the vertical direction, and it 
occurs rapid enough to justify conservation of thermal energy in terms of adiabatic heating and 
cooling when an air parcel is moved up or down. From the first law of thermodynamics and the 
equation of state, and under the assumption of adiabatic conditions, the equations governing 
stability can be deduced. This is done in the following. 
 
The first law of thermodynamics can according to [Arya (1988), pp. 51] be written as: 
 
pdH c dT dPρ= −          (7) 
 
Here is the specific heat capacity at constant pressure and the amount of heat added to the 
parcel of air per volume. The equation of state for the air (the ideal gas law) can be written as:  
pc dH
 
P RTρ=           (8) 
 
where T is the absolute temperature and ρ is the density of the air [Arya (1988), pp. 50-51]. R is the 
specific gas constant and it is related to the absolute gas constant, *R , by * /R R m= , where m is the 
mean molecular mass of air.  
Combining (eq. 7) with (eq. 8), setting 0dH = for adiabatic conditions and integrating, gives the 
principle of potential temperature, which is the temperature a parcel of air in the atmosphere will 
have if it is brought adiabatically to a reference pressure level, P0. 
 
0
0
( ) p
R
cPT T
P
−=          (9) 
 
The specific gas constant, R, is dependent upon whether the air is moist or dry. The gas constant for 
dry air, Rd, is related to the constant for moist air, Rw, by (1 0,61 )w dR R q= + , with q being the 
specific humidity defined as the mass of water vapor per unit mass of moist air [Arya (1988), pp. 
52-53]. Instead of taking the specific gas constant as a humidity dependent variable, a virtual 
temperature can be defined as: 
 
(1 0,61 )vT T q= +                             (10) 
 
putting the correction on T rather than R. The virtual temperature is hence defined as the 
temperature which dry air would have if its pressure and density were equal to moist air [Arya 
(1988), pp. 53]. 
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The real potential temperature is then defined from (eq. 9) by using Rd as the specific gas constant 
and setting the reference pressure , yielding: 0 1000P h= Pa
 
 
0
( )
d
p
R
cPT
P
−Θ =                             (11) 
 
A parcel of air with a certain potential temperature will keep that potential temperature regardless of 
its height as long as it moves up or down adiabatically. With the concept of potential temperature, a 
virtual potential temperature can be defined likewise using (eq. 10) to replace T with Tv in (eq. 8) 
giving the equation of state for moist air as: 
 
w dP R T R Tvρ ρ= =                              (12) 
 
and hence the virtual potential temperature as: 
 
0
( )
d
p
R
c
v v
PT
P
−Θ =                             (13) 
 
The potential and virtual potential temperatures can be used to describe the stability of the 
atmosphere along with a useful term called the adiabatic lapse rate, Γ . This term states the rate of 
change of temperature of an air parcel with height if it is moved up or down adiabatically. It can be 
derived from (eq. 6) and (eq. 7) with 0dH = giving: 
 
p
T g
z c
∂Γ ≡ − =∂                             (14) 
 
Having defined the potential – and virtual potential temperature and the adiabatic lapse rate, the 
buoyant acceleration of Archimedes principle can be applied, leading to the concept of atmospheric 
static stability that is central to this thesis.  
The buoyant acceleration yields: 
 
( )pb
p
a g
ρ ρ
ρ
−=                             (15) 
but by using (eq. 12) and rewriting (eq. 15) in terms of the virtual potential temperature gradient 
along small displacement of height from the equilibrium position it approximates [Arya (1988), pp. 
55]: 
 
v
b
v
ga z
T z
∂Θ− ∆∂?                             (16) 
 
The first two terms of the right hand side are known as the static stability parameter 
 
( / )( / )v vs g T z= ∂Θ ∂                             (17) 
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In general when s < 0, the atmosphere is unstable, with s = 0 the atmosphere is neutral and with s>0 
the atmosphere is stable in terms of convective motions forced by buoyancy [Arya (1988), pp. 55].  
 
The static stability parameter is not the only stability parameter, since the flow also has a dynamical 
instability arising from the fluid’s motion and the shear stress it is subjected to. A fluid is 
considered dynamically stable if a perturbation to the fluid flow decays with time or distance in the 
flow, and unstable if it grows [Arya (1988), pp. 109]. The concept of dynamical instability is 
discussed later in section 2.2.3 about turbulence. 
 
According to [Arya (1988), pp. 105] the considerations of thermodynamics and buoyancy lead to an 
alteration to the equation of vertical motion (eq. 4) being: 
 
21
1
0 0
1 Pw w w w gu v w T
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under the assumption that there exist a reference state of the atmosphere at rest satisfying the 
hydrostatic equation (eq. 6). This reference state is indicated by the variables , 0T 0ρ , and 0p . 
  
Also a fourth governing equation for the fluid flow describing the buoyancy effect can be 
introduced by using the potential temperature:  
 
2
hu v wt x y z
α∂Θ ∂Θ ∂Θ ∂Θ+ + + = ∇∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ Θ                             (19) 
 
Here hα is the molecular thermal diffusivity of the fluid defined as /h pcα κ ρ= , with being the 
thermal conductivity. The thermal conductivity is a constant of proportionality between heat flux 
and the temperature gradient in the direction of the flux, 
κ
( / )H T zκ= − ∂ ∂ [Arya (1988), pp. 40].  
Equation (19) is called the thermodynamic energy equation, which according to [Garratt (1992), pp. 
23] implies the conservation of enthalpy, and the reason for introducing it here will be clear after 
discussing the complexity that turbulence adds to the description of fluid flow. 
2.2.3. Turbulence 
In the atmospheric boundary layer all fluid motion is turbulent which is very complex to describe 
fully mathematically, since the movement of a given parcel of air in a turbulent flow is more or less 
random. To overcome this problem the statistical characteristics of the turbulent flow can be used to 
describe it, and central to that is the concept of Reynolds decomposition, where each variable of the 
flow can be divided into a mean and fluctuation part [Garratt (1992), pp. 18]. In this thesis the mean 
part is taken as a time mean over 10 minutes, but it is also possible to average and decompose using 
other mean quantities, such as length [Arya (1988), pp. 116].  
 
It will be seen that Reynolds decomposition gives rise to an interpretation of turbulent flow as 
consisting of eddies, or vortex structures, of many different scales. The energy that drives these 
eddies is gained at the expense of both static and dynamic instabilities, coming from buoyancy and 
shear stress respectively [Garratt (1992), p. 17]. Energy is taken from the flow and transferred 
through the motion of these eddies, where smaller eddies feeds on the energy from larger ones and 
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so on it continues to the molecular scale where viscous dissipation converts the kinetic energy of 
motion into heat.  
 
For the x and z directions, the velocities can be Reynolds decomposed into: 
 
'u u u= +                               (20) 
 
'w w w= +                               (21) 
 
with the statistical properties of 
 
' 0u =                              (22) 
 
' 0w =         (23) 
 
stating that the mean of the fluctuating part is zero, and 
 
' 'uw uw u w= +                              (24) 
 
where the last term in the equation is called the covariance. The variance of u is defined as 2'u  
 
The statistical properties of variance and covariance are the keys to understand the concept of 
fluxes, which are part of the measured data in this thesis. The concept arises from adjusting the 
governing equation of the flow to the Reynolds decomposition. According to [Arya (1988), pp.  
125-127] the adjustments give for the x, y and z directions respectively: 
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' ' ')                         (25) 
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2 ' ' ' ' ' '(h
u v wu v w
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α∂Θ ∂Θ ∂Θ ∂Θ ∂ Θ ∂ Θ ∂ Θ+ + + = ∇ Θ− + +∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ )                          (28) 
 
These equations give rise to the turbulence closure problem. Using the method of averaging makes 
a set of covariance variables of unknown physical properties (the terms in the parentheses) and 
using the method again on these new equations will give rise to yet another set of unknown 
covariance variables, and so it is impossible to close the set of equations since there will always be 
more unknowns than equations [Garratt (1992), pp. 28].  
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Therefore the covariance terms need to be parameterized in terms of known quantities and so they 
are sought to be related to the gradients of the mean variables. This principle is known as gradient 
transport theory, and it assumes that there is an analogy between the theories of molecular and 
turbulent transfer of heat and momentum [Arya (1988), pp. 128]. There is no real physical law 
behind this analogy, but nevertheless the assumption works to a certain degree in a free turbulent 
flow. Caution has to be taken with this analogy near boundaries, and this problem is addressed in 
the end of this section. 
 
Following [Arya (1988), pp. 128] the terms in the parentheses are interpreted as turbulent fluxes of 
heat (eq. 28) and momentum (eq. 25 – eq. 27). In analogy with the shear stress imposed by the 
molecular viscosity in (eq. 5), a turbulence shear stress can be defined in the direction of the flow 
as: 
 
xz m
uK
z
τ ρ ∂= ∂                             (29) 
 
where is the eddy exchange coefficient of momentum or simply the eddy viscosity [Arya (1988), 
pp. 129]. This stress, arising as a consequence of the turbulent flow, is called the Reynolds’ stress 
and it is far superior to the stress imposed by the kinematic viscosity, 
mK
υ . Usually the stress due to 
kinematic viscosity can be ignored, since it only has an effect on scales less than a few centimeters 
[Arya (1988), pp.119].  
  
In a fluid advected in the horizontal level there is no substantial shear stress in the x and y directions 
compared to the z direction, and so the Reynolds’ stress in these directions ( ' ' ' 'u v v u= ) can be 
neglected. The vertical flux of momentum is then related to the Reynolds stress as: 
 
' ' ' 'xzm
uu w K u w
z
τ
ρ
∂= − ⇒ = −∂                            (30) 
 
and likewise for v the in the y direction. From this definition of vertical momentum flux a useful 
quantity called the friction velocity, u*, can be defined as: 
 
2
* *' 'xz xzu w u u
τ τ
ρ ρ= − ≡ ⇒ =                             (31) 
 
u* is used as a scaling parameter for velocity in the subsequent analysis of the wind profiles in the 
boundary layer. 
In the same way as with the momentum flux, a turbulent heat flux can be defined in the vertical 
direction as: 
 
' ' hw K z
∂ΘΘ = − ∂                             (32) 
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with being the eddy diffusivity of heat [Arya (1988), pp. 129]. Using the same argument as 
when the kinematic viscosity was replaced by eddy viscosity in (eq. 29) the molecular diffusivity of 
(eq. 19) is replaced by the eddy diffusivity defined above: This yields the relation:  
hK
 
0( ' ') / pw H cρΘ =                             (33) 
 
where the turbulent heat flux is assumed equal to the kinematic heat flux [Garratt (1992), pp. 55]. 
 
The eddy viscosity and diffusivity are properties of the turbulent flow not of the fluid. In the 
gradient transport theory they are assumed constant, which as mentioned works well in free flow, 
but near a boundary the eddy viscosity and diffusivity is dependent upon height above the surface 
[Arya 1989), pp. 130]. A way to account for the eddy viscosity, , being inconstant is to assign it 
to a mixing length, , that defines it as: 
mK
ml
 
2 ( /m mK l u z= ∂ ∂ )                             (34) 
 
The same concept applies to the eddy diffusivity, [Arya 1989), pp. 131]. This concept will not 
be elaborated further here, but it is important to be aware of it. 
hK
 
Due to turbulent flow being analytically unsolvable, the need for approximations by semi-empirical 
theories arises. Much of boundary layer meteorology is based on these semi-empirical theories and 
assumptions and so boundary layer meteorology is not a strictly exact science. The theories used in 
the following section on wind profile and the stability in boundary layer flow will therefore to a 
large degree be semi-empirical and based on assumptions.  
 
2.3. Flow in the Boundary Layer 
With the physical quantities and their governing equations defined, the theory behind the actual 
flow in the boundary layer, in terms of the wind profile, should be considered since wind profiles 
and their dependence on stability is the major concern in this thesis. 
When describing the flow in the turbulent boundary layer some assumptions are used to make it 
easier to describe the different physical processes with simple equations. These assumptions are 
presented in the following. 
 
As mentioned above only the Reynolds stress in the direction normal to the boundary is of 
importance to the vertical velocity gradient and it can be neglected in the other two directions. By 
introducing the convention that the x-axis is always parallel to the mean wind direction,u , it leaves 
by definition 0v = , and the boundary layer flow can be reduced to a two dimensional problem. 
 
With the eddy viscosity defined as being superior to the kinematic viscosity in a turbulent flow, the 
shear stress from kinematic viscosity can be neglected. Due to the turbulence closure problem and 
the gradient transport theory the Reynolds stress instead takes its place in the equations with eddy 
viscosity replacing the kinematic viscosity directly. It is also assumed that the Coriolis force can be 
neglected on this small scale, not more than a couple of hundred meters above the ground, ( 0f = ), 
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and so the governing equations of motion controlling the wind profile in the boundary layer can be 
written as [Nissen (2008), pp. 12]2:  
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Having defined the flow in the boundary layer as a two dimensional problem it is possible to make 
equations that address boundary layer growth and wind profiles.  
 
The growth of the boundary layer over a solid surface can be explained by laboratory setup of a flat 
horizontal plate positioned in a free, but turbulent, air flow. The air is assumed to be stably stratified 
so no buoyancy effects are present. When the air flows across the surface of the plate it exerts drag 
on the air and a boundary layer with a velocity shear will build up above it. According to [Nissen 
(2008), pp. 7] the velocity of the air will be zero at the surface, known as the no-slip condition, and 
the flow will have a vertical velocity gradient upwards until the drag from the surface is not felt 
anymore by the air. The height where this happens is the boundary layer height, , and it can, 
according to [Nissen (2008), pp. 12], be described as a function of the downwind distance or fetch, 
x, from the point where the flow first encounters the solid boundary: 
BLh
 
m
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K xh
U
⋅=                             (37) 
 
where freeU is the mean velocity of the free flow unaffected by the surface. As seen the eddy 
viscosity is the only quantity responsible for the shear stress on the air. 
 
The vertical velocity gradient of the fluid, or rather the wind profile of the boundary layer, can be 
described using some simple assumptions. First a neutral flow is assumed; second it is assumed that 
the velocity gradient is only dependent on the height, z, and the Reynolds stress, which is assumed 
constant with height. This could be written short as ( / ) ( , / )u z f z τ ρ∂ ∂ = . From these assumptions a 
simple equation for the wind profile can be derived using (eq. 30 – eq. 31) [Arya (1988), pp. 143-
145]. From dimensional analysis it follows that 
 
*( / )( / ) . 1/z u u z const k∂ ∂ = =                            (38) 
 
where k  is called the von Karman’s constant. It is an empirical constant with a value of about 0,40. 
Integrating (eq. 38) with respect to z and assuming u* constant, the log law for the mean wind 
profile arises, yielding: 
 
                                                 
2 The first term on the right hand side is inverse proportional with Rho. This factor is missing in the reference, but 
corrected here.  
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z0 is a constant that comes from the integration and it is interpreted as the roughness length of the 
surface [Arya (1988), pp. 148]. This makes the vertical velocity gradient very dependent upon the 
surface characteristics via the roughness length. The roughness length is related to the size of 
elements on the surface obstructing the flow, but it is also dependent on the shape and distribution 
of the objects on the surface [Oke (1987), pp. 57].  
 
The height of the ABL is also subjected to buoyancy effects that come from the diurnal heating and 
cooling of the ground which affects the stability of the atmosphere. Due to the heating and cooling 
the height of the ABL change from being lower than hundred meters during nights of calm and 
stable atmospheric conditions, to more than a couple of kilometers during days with unstable 
atmospheric conditions and convection [Oke (1987), pp. 4-5]. This effect is not accounted for in the 
simple equations presented for the wind profile or the height of the boundary layer.  
 
Another thing that complicates the real ABL from the simplified equations presented above is its 
internal structure. The ABL is not a uniform layer since it consists of many sub layers, called 
Internal Boundary Layers (IBL). In order to understand how the ABL is divided into IBLs, a short 
presentation of the IBLs is given below. Afterwards a more accurate equation accounting for 
stability in the simple wind profile equation is presented.   
2.3.1. Internal boundary layers 
As described above the ABL is dependent upon surface characteristics represented by the surface 
roughness length. When an air mass is advected over a surface it adjusts to the characteristics of this 
surface and a boundary layer grows over it. If the same air mass is advected further over a new 
surface with different surface characteristics and roughness length, a new boundary layer will grow 
inside the previous boundary layer. This new boundary layer inside the existing boundary layer is 
called an Internal Boundary Layer (IBL). In this way the ABL consists of numerous IBLs each 
created due to the different surfaces the air mass is advected over [Arya (1988), pp. 224].  
 
Figure 1 below shows the composition of the ABL in terms of IBLs for a coastal area as considered 
in this thesis. The two boundary layers of interest for this thesis are the Coastal Internal Boundary 
Layer (CIBL) and the Marine Atmospheric Boundary Layer (MABL). The MABL is here the 
boundary layer that builds up over the North Sea and adjusts to its temperature and fluxes. The 
CIBL is the boundary layer that builds up as the air is advected over the shoreline and adjusts to the 
ground below. The lowest 10% of the ABL is called the Surface Layer (SL) and it is within this 
layer that the logarithmic wind profile of (eq. 39) is known to apply. Each different IBL has its own 
SL that is adjusting to the surface the air is advected over it as seen on figure 1 below. At Høvsøre, 
marked with the windmill in the drawing, the surface layer usually extents from the ground and up 
to 50-80 meters. Above that there is a transition zone where the air is still adjusting to the new 
surface and no universal simple equation for the wind profile is known to apply here.  
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Figure 1. The different Internal Boundary Layers. The drawing is not to scale 
 
 
I will not go further into a description of the properties of the other IBLs shown on figure 1 since 
this thesis only deal with measurements of wind profiles and their dependence on stability at a 
height where only the interaction between the CIBL and the MABL is of interest as marked by the 
red circle. I have also discussed the subject of the other IBLs in the previous thesis I wrote within 
this field [Nielsen, S.Z. & Hansen, K. (2007)], and therefore I’ll refer to that and to [Stull (1988), 
chap. 1.6] for a complete description of the composition of the entire ABL and the properties of 
each different IBL.  
2.3.2. Stability parameters  
The effect of stability has to be accounted for in the equations for the wind profile since it has a 
major influence on the wind speed in the SL. Therefore a stability correction term is needed in the 
equation for the wind profile, and a dimensionless term is the best since it is independent of other 
dimensional quantities involved.  
 
A method for finding a dimensionless correction term is to consider which independent variables 
are responsible for the mean and turbulent characteristics of the flow. The idea is to construct a 
plausible hypothesis of which physical variables are responsible for the flow characteristics and 
how they are related. Afterwards the hypothesis should be tested to see if it complies with the 
observed physical behavior of the atmosphere. The method is called a similarity hypothesis that, if 
it proves plausible, is turned into a similarity theory. The hypothesis used here is called the Monin-
Obukhov similarity hypothesis after its inventors. It has proven to be reliable to describe the 
processes in the real atmosphere, and hence it is know as the Monin-Obukhov similarity theory. 
 
The theory is based on some simplifying assumptions, and these are that the flow considered takes 
place in a horizontal homogenous and quasistationary surface layer (SL) with constant heat and 
momentum flux independent of height [Arya (1988), pp. 157]. Based on these assumptions the 
hypothesis says that only four independent variables can be held responsible for the flow 
characteristics. These variables are: 
 
• The height above the surface, . z
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• The friction velocity, , as defined in (eq. 31).The surface roughness parameter, , is 
assumed to be accounted for through  
*u 0z
*u
• The surface kinematic heat flux, 0 / pH cρ , defined in (eq. 33) 
• The buoyancy variable, , of (eq. 18) 0/g T
 
It can be seen from the variables that only the three fundamental dimensions of length, time and 
temperature, are involved. From the theory behind dimensional analysis it is known that only one 
independent dimensionless combination can be formulated from three [Arya (1988), pp. 134]. The 
dimension of length, , is chosen to form the dimensionless parameter,z ψ  , by the equation: 
 
/z Lψ =                              (40) 
 
and so L is a length scale which is defined from dimensional analysis of the other involved 
variables above as: 
 
3
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L is called the Monin-Obukhov length. The Monin-Obukhov length is a measure of atmospheric 
stability and it is a parameter used in this thesis to sort the measured data into different stability 
classes prior to analysis. The Monin-Obukhov length can be calculated from measurements of 
temperature and the fluxes of heat and momentum. The sign of the Monin-Obukhov length defines 
whether the atmosphere is stable or unstable depending on the up- or downward direction of the 
fluxes. By definition the atmosphere is stable when the Monin-Obukhov length is positive and 
unstable when it is negative. The magnitude of the length defines how stable or unstable the 
atmosphere is and the closer the number is to zero the more stable or unstable is the atmosphere. 
For high numbers (>500 or <-500) the atmosphere is said to be neutral. 
 
The physical interpretation of L is that it is related to the ratio between the turbulence produced by 
buoyancy effects (the terms in the denominator) and dynamical shear effects (the terms in the 
numerator) [Arya (1988), pp. 158]. This interpretation of L invokes a relation to another number 
called the Richardson number which represents the ratio between the production of shear generated 
and buoyancy generated turbulence. Expressed in gradient form it reads 
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which in finite difference form can be written 
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The bulk Richardson number is a variant of the above Richardson number that is introduced for 
applied use. Here the lowest level, denoted with 0, is taken at the ground or the lowest measurement 
level yielding: 
 
1 0
2
1
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b
gzRi
u
Θ −Θ= Θ                             (44) 
 
The reason for introducing the bulk Richardson number here is that it is easier to measure the 
quantities involved in it since they are only potential temperatures at two different heights and the 
mean wind speed [Arya (1988), pp. 160]. Since there is a physical relation between it and the 
Monin-Obukhov length there must also be a conversion factor between them. According to 
[Grachev & Fairall (1996)] the conversion is done by the following equations for unstable and 
stable atmospheric conditions respectively.  
 
1 b
z C Ri
L
=  for                              (45) 0bRi <
 
For unstable atmospheric conditions meaning that the bulk Richardson number is less than zero due 
to the nominator being negative as a consequence of the potential temperature measured nearest to 
the ground is the highest, which gives rise to a potential temperature gradient with height, which is 
what drives buoyant convection. 
 
For stable conditions the bulk Richardson number should be between 0 and 0,2, since this value of 
0,2 is a critical upper value for the bulk Richardson number. Hence the conversion between L and 
the bulk Richardson number for stable atmospheric conditions is: 
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For the two equations above the constants should set as 1 2 10C C= =  and . 3 5C =
 
Having defined the stability parameter as the Monin-Obukhov length and the way to calculate it 
from both measurements of fluxes of heat and momentum, and from the bulk Richardson number it 
can be shown how the stability correction term (eq. 40) is introduced in the equation for the 
logarithmic wind profile in the SL. According to [Troen & Petersen (1989), pp. 566] the equation 
should be given as: 
 
*
0
( ) (ln( ) ( ))u z zu z
k z L
ψ= −                             (47) 
 
The effect of the stability correction on the wind profile is that if the atmosphere is unstable (0>L>-
500), and therefore dominated by buoyancy driven turbulence, the wind speed increases less with 
increasing height than in neutral atmospheric conditions where the stability correction term is 
almost zero due to L being large (-500>L>500). It can be understood by imagining that buoyancy 
effects stretches the turbulent eddies in the vertical direction and results in a reduction of the wind 
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gradient and hence lower wind speed and greater mixing of the air in the convective boundary layer 
[Oke (1987), pp. 58-59]. On the other hand if the atmosphere is stable (0<L<500) meaning that 
buoyancy effects are absent and the turbulence in the boundary layer is primarily driven by the 
Reynolds stress, the wind speed increases more with increasing height than in neutral conditions. 
This can be understood by the tendency of the turbulent eddies to be stretched in the horizontal 
direction along the mean wind direction in the absence of buoyant motion, which results in a steeper 
wind gradient and hence higher wind speeds [Oke (1987), pp. 58-59].  
 
As it is mentioned earlier the function for the wind profile (eq. 47) does only apply in the SL which 
at Høvsøre normally extents to a maximum of 80 meters from the ground. Above this height there is 
no well established universal model of the wind profile since the flow is complicated further by the 
influence of other factors than the ones used in the Monin-Obukhov similarity theory. The 
subsequent data analysis can therefore not be relating the observed wind profiles to any well 
established equations for the wind profile, but can only analyze to what degree the stability of the 
upstream MABL seems to have an impact of the wind speed in the upper part of the wind profiles at 
Høvsøre.  
 
Still the stability of the MABL can be assumed to be governed mainly by the Monin-Obukhov 
length and therefore this parameter is the one used to determine the stability of the MABL in the 
data analysis. As mentioned earlier the Monin-Obukhov similarity theory dependents on the 
assumptions that the flow considered takes place in a horizontal homogenous and quasistationary 
surface layer with constant heat and momentum flux independent of height, but it is plausible to 
think of these assumptions as fulfilled offshore at Horns Rev.  
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3. Measurements and site 
The measurements used in this thesis come from two very different locations – a coastal and a 
marine site. This section explains the geography of both locations and the measurements taken 
there.   
3.1. The Høvsøre site 
Denmark’s National Test Station for Large Wind Turbines located at Høvsøre in the north western 
part of Jutland is the primary place of measurements for this study. The test station has five turbine 
test stands placed 300 meters apart in a straight line from north to south (see map figure 3 below). 
The meteorological conditions on the site are measured from two tall masts with measuring booms 
installed in different heights as described in table 1. The primary mast is a 116,5 meters tall 
dedicated meteorology mast situated south of the turbine array in a position where the wakes from 
the turbines are only interfering with the measurements when the wind is northern. The other mast 
is one of two 160 meter tall masts with lights erected for the purpose of warning aircraft of the high 
obstacles. In order to have measurements from as high as possible measuring booms has been 
installed in the top of the southern obstacle mast, high enough to be clear of the wakes from the 
turbines. Since the two measuring masts are separated only by a couple of hundred meters the 
measurements can be regarded as coming from one mast. Table 1 below shows what measurements 
are taken in the different heights. 
 
Height Wind 
speed 
Wind 
direction 
Temperature Pressure Relative 
humidity 
Fluxes 
160 m +  + +  + 
116,5 m +      
100 m + + + + + + 
80 m +  + + + + 
60 m + + + + + + 
40 m +  + + + + 
20 m      + 
10 m + + + + + + 
2 m   + + +  
Ground   +    
Table 1 The different measurements and the corresponding heights at Høvsøre 
3.1.1. Data collection 
The data from Høvsøre that are analyzed in this study has been measured from the beginning of 
January 2006 till the middle of May 2007. The data consist of 10 minutes mean values. The wind 
speed is measured with cup anemometers, and sonic anemometers have been used to measure the 
fluxes of heat and momentum [Nissen (2008), pp. 36]. Cup anemometers measure the wind speed 
when the wind flow turns the three cups around as seen on figure 2 below. The wind speed is 
measured from the revolution speed of the cups. Sonic anemometers are based on ultrasound pulses 
sent through the air between the three upper and three lower buds containing a small microphone 
and loudspeaker seen to the right on figure 2. The speed of the ultrasound signal between the upper 
and lower buds depend on the wind speed and air temperature. Therefore the signal can be used to 
calculate the wind speed in all three spatial dimensions along with heat and momentum fluxes.  
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Figure 2 From left to right the pictures show the measuring mast at Høvsøre, a cup anemometer and a sonic 
anemometer. Note in the left picture that the instruments are placed on extended measuring booms on both side of the 
mast to ensure that at least one instrument at each level is positioned in the unobstructed air flow. 
 
The data has been provided by Risø and sorted on wind direction and speed before given to me for 
analysis. The measurements are only of wind direction between 260o and 280o measured at the wind 
vane 100 meters above ground. To filter out odd flow situations only data with a wind speed of 
more than 3 m/s in 40 meter above the ground has been selected for analysis.   
3.1.2. Raw data 
As it can be seen from table 1 above the meteorological masts at Høvsøre measures a number of 
physical quantities in the atmosphere, of which only a few are used in the analysis in this thesis 
being the wind speed in the seven different heights, the heat and momentum fluxes used to calculate 
the Monin-Obukhov length and the friction velocity. In the raw dataset given to me the friction 
velocity and the Monin-Obukhov were already calculated.  
3.1.3. Quality control of data 
A quality control of the data has been applied to ensure that only realistic measurements were used 
in the analysis. In the quality control it was checked whether the friction velocity and the Monin-
Obukhov length at any time had the value zero, and if it was the case the given time of measure was 
excluded. In the same way if the wind speed at any given time had a 10 minute mean values of zero 
it was interpreted as a malfunctioning instrument in that 10 minute period and hence excluded from 
the analysis. 
3.1.4. Topography of the site 
The topography of the site is important in order to determine if any major obstacles are disturbing 
the natural flow of the wind before it is measured. The Høvsøre site is surrounded by flat grassland 
and fields, but the topography is more complicated in the upwind to the west due to the sea some 
1700 meters away and a steep sea dike at the beach, elevated approximately 20 meters (see map 
figure 3 below). The steep dike may have an influence on the flow in the lower part of the boundary 
layer, but it is considered not to have any substantial effect on the flow at the heights concerned in 
this thesis.  
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Figure 3 Map of the Høvsøre site with a zoomed window view on the turbine array. The window view was taken from 
[Nissen (2008), fig. 17]. The location of Høvsøre relative to entire Denmark can be seen in figure 4 below. 
3.2. The Horns Rev site 
The other site for data acquisition in this study is the offshore location of Horns Rev. Horns Rev is a 
sand reef covered with shallow water approximately 14 kilometers out in the North Sea off the west 
coast of Jutland at Blåvands Huk (se map figure 4 below). The place is home to a very large 
offshore wind farm and northwest of the site is a 62 meter tall meteorology tower erected to provide 
meteorological data from the area. The mast, officially named M2, is out of range of the wakes from 
the wind farm during westerly winds as considered in this study. The tower measures wind speed, 
direction, and air and sea temperature among other meteorological variables. The sea temperature is 
measured from a sensor 4 meters below the mean sea level and the rest of the different 
measurement levels can be seen in table 2 below.   
 
Height Wind speed Wind direction Temperature Pressure Relative humidity 
62 m +     
60 m  +    
55 m   + +  
45 m +     
43 m  +    
30 m +     
28 m  +    
15 m +     
13 m   +  + 
- 4 m    +   
Table 2 The different measurements and their corresponding heights at Horns Rev 
3.2.1. Data collection 
The data from Horns Rev is from the same period as the data from Høvsøre. The wind speed was 
measured in the same manner as at Høvsøre with cup anemometers. The sonic anemometers 
mounted at the site had according to [Nissen (2008), pp. 36] proved unstable, and therefore only 
data from the cup anemometers was used in this study. This also meant that the measurements of 
fluxes of heat and momentum from the sonic anemometers where unavailable and so the Monin-
Obukhov length had to be calculated from the bulk Richardson number using (eq. 45) and (eq. 46). 
A problem was spotted as the temperature measurements in 13 meters used to calculate the bulk 
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Richardson number yielded unrealistic values of negative Celsius temperatures for longer periods 
through the spring of 2007.  
 
The values measured are 10 minutes mean as on Høvsøre with the only difference that the time 
stamp here is measured in UTC and the Høvsøre measurements are in Danish Standart Time (UTC 
+ 1 hour). Also this site sets the timestamp after measuring the previous 10 minutes mean values, 
but at Høvsøre the timestamp is set before measuring the next 10 minutes mean values. This had to 
be corrected before making the data analysis where the dataset from Høvsøre and from Horns Rev 
are compared directly. 
3.2.2. Raw data 
The raw data has been provided by Risø in an unsorted form and therefore it was necessary to sort 
the data before it could be utilized. The purpose of the data from Horns Rev was only to measure 
the stability of the MABL, and hence the wind direction at Horns Rev was unimportant in relation 
to Høvsøre as long as it was mostly western. The data were scaled such that simultaneous 
measurements in the range 260o – 280o at Høvsøre and 225o to 315o at Horns Rev were used in the 
analysis. 
3.2.3. Quality control of the data 
To overcome the problem of unrealistic temperature readings in 13 meters it was decided to use 
only measurements with a positive Celsius temperature reading in the analysis. The same quality 
criterion was applied to the measurements of the Sea Surface Temperature (SST) to avoid any 
complications with phase transition of the sea water.     
3.2.4. Topography of the site 
Naturally the topography of the site is homogenous in all directions from the mast as it can be seen 
on the map below.  
 
 
Figure 4 Map of the position of Horns Rev metmast and wind farm. Note the position of Horns Rev relative to Høvsøre 
on the map of Denmark to the right.   
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4. Data analysis 
The hypothesis tested in this analysis is that the stability of the MABL is the major physical player 
responsible for the wind speed in the upper region of the wind profiles measured during westerly 
winds at Høvsøre. This chapter starts by justifying the method used to analyze the data, followed by 
a presentation of the sorting and structuring of the data into stability classes after which plots of the 
wind profiles for each stability class is presented. The MATLAB code used to make the analysis is 
provided in appendix B. 
4.1. Justification of the method 
To determine the stability of the MABL data from measurements at the meteorological tower at 
Horns Rev wind farm has been used under the assumption that the stability of the MABL upstream 
at Høvsøre is the same as at Horns Rev at any given time. To justify this assumption it is necessary 
to look closer at the proportions of the scenario. Since the measurements are compared directly 
according to time and since only situations with westerly winds at Horns Rev are compared to 
situations with westerly wind directions at Høvsøre it is plausible to assume that the same air mass 
is present at both sites simultaneously. Only situations with frontal passages could cause different 
air masses to be present at the two sites at the same time, but since Høvsøre and Horns Rev are only 
separated by 100 kilometers of latitude and 25 kilometers of longitude the change of air mass during 
frontal passages in westerly winds will occur at the two sites within a short time interval, thus 
making it more plausible that for most of the measurements the air mass on the two sites can be 
regarded as being the same.  
 
Since the bulk Richardson number is also dependent on the Sea Surface Temperature (SST) it is 
necessary to justify that the SST upwind of the two sites is more or less identical regardless of the 
season. In figure 5 below the mean SST in the North Sea in February and August is shown and the 
SST appears to be identical directly upstream on both sites in both seasons even though the 
temperature distribution further upstream differs a little between the sites. The situation with an 
identical SST in both winter and summer upwind of the two sites strengthens the assumption that 
the stability of the MABL at Horns Rev is the same as upwind at Høvsøre and hence it is plausible 
to use the assumption in this analysis. 
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Figure 5 Average SST of the North Sea during a winter and a summer month. The charts are taken from [Nissen 
(2008), pp. 14-15] that obtained the data from weekly mean charts from the Royal Meteorological Institute of the 
Netherlands (KNMI) 
 
The method in this analysis is based on direct comparison between the data from the two sites. This 
means that a timestamp has to be present in both datasets to be selected for further analysis. All 
other data points have been left out. It has been chosen to make the analysis in this way since it is 
the easiest way to compare the two datasets.3 Under the assumptions described above it seems 
plausible that the effect of upstream stability on the upper wind profile at Høvsøre could be seen 
when comparing the datasets in this way, because the relatively short time it takes for the air to 
move the 25 kilometers of longitudinal separation between the measuring sites is considered not to 
have any effect on the stability of the MABL and so the stability of the MABL above the CIBL at 
Høvsøre at any given time can be assumed the same as at Horns Rev at the same time.  
4.2. The data  
The original unsorted measurements at Horns Rev consist of 70893 data points, and the original 
measurements from Høvsøre, given to me in a sorted form as described in the previous chapter, 
consist of 5050 data points. It should be stressed that by a data point is meant one measurement, 
with its unique timestamp, containing 10 minutes mean values for all the physical quantities 
measured at the two sites and therefore one wind profile could be made from each data point.  
 
Applying the sorting as shown in table 3 below, and the quality control as described in the previous 
chapter, a total of 14436 data points remained from the Horns Rev data record.  
  
Sorting Høvsøre Horns Rev 
Wind direction 260o – 280o in 100 m 225o – 315o in 62 m 
Wind speed > 3 m/s in 40 m  > 3 m/s in 62 m 
Table 3 Sorting of the raw data 
 
                                                 
3 The comparison between the datasets could have been made using different criteria to compare such as using the 
means of longer time intervals, but these were not considered further prior to this analysis 
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After comparing these records on equal timestamps with the 5050 records from Høvsøre, a total of 
505 data points were left to be used in the analysis. This might seem as a fairly low number of data 
points when only 10 % all the possible data points are having the same timestamp on the two sites.  
The high quality demands for the data are probably the main reasons that no more data points are 
available for the analysis, and this has to be taken into account when discussing the results. 
Nevertheless it is considered that there is enough data to search for tendencies of over or under 
speeding in the upper parts of the wind profiles as depending of the upstream stability, since this 
kind of analysis does not necessarily require larger amounts of data. However it is impossible from 
the few data analyzed here to use the results to make any climatologic statistics of the behavior of 
the wind profiles at Høvsøre.  
4.2.1. Stability classes and distribution 
The remaining 505 data points have each been assigned to a stability class depending on the 
stability at Horns Rev at the time each measurement was taken. The stability in terms of the Monin-
Obukhov length (eq. 41) was calculated from the bulk Richardson number (eq. 44) using the 
conversion defined in (eq. 45) and (eq. 46). To calculate the bulk Richardson number the equations 
prescribes that potential temperature should be used. To get the potential temperature as defined in 
(eq. 11) the pressure from the corresponding height is needed, but unfortunately neither the pressure 
in 13 m nor the sea surface pressure was measured at Horns Rev. Therefore it was decided to use 
the absolute temperature for the calculation of the bulk Richardson number since the little 
difference in height of 13 m only gives a little difference in pressure and hence little impact on the 
difference between absolute and potential temperature. The small effect it does have is that it pushes 
the bulk Richardson number a little towards the unstable side, but this effect does not do any 
substantial difference in terms of dividing the measurements into the different stability classes.  
  
Another problem that became evident when calculating the Monin-Obukhov length from the bulk 
Richardson number was that for some data points the bulk Richardson number was zero, which is 
not an accepted value when calculating L as it would cause a division with zero. To solve this 
problem the Monin-Obukhov length, L, was set automatically to the value of 999 each time the 
corresponding bulk Richardson number yielded zero because this value is within the range of 
neutral stability, which is the case when the stability correction term of z/L (eq. 47) is zero. Hence 
all cases with a bulk Richardson value of zero has been assigned to the neutral stability class. 
  
The stability classes are defined according to [Gryning et al. (2007)] as mention earlier in section 
1.2. Table 4 below shows the different stability classes and the amount of data points in each class 
out of the total amount of 505 data points.  
 
Class 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
L range 0>L>= 
-100 
-100>L 
>=-200 
-200>L 
>=-500 
L>500 & 
L<-500 
500>=L>20
0 
200>=L>
50 
50>=L
>0 
Comment Very 
unstable 
Unstable Slightly 
unstable 
Neutral Slightly 
stable 
Stable Very 
stable 
Amount  102 94 44 49 56 97 63 
Table 4 Stability classes for all data  
 
The lower part of the wind profiles at Høvsøre is influenced by the local stability of the CIBL. 
To be able to include this factor in the analysis, the local stability in terms of the Monin-Obukhov 
length calculated from measurements of the heat and momentum fluxes in the height of 20 meters at 
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Høvsøre has been used. Therefore the 505 data points have also been assigned to seven different 
stability classes depending on the stability of the CIBL at Høvsøre. In this way each data point has 
two measures of stability, one for the stability of the MABL at Horns Rev corresponding to the 
stability in upper part of the wind profiles at Høvsøre, and one for the stability in the CIBL at 
Høvsøre corresponding to the stability influencing the lowest parts of the wind profile. To be able to 
leave out situations where the stability in the CIBL at Høvsøre could have any effect on the upper 
part of the wind profile an analysis of situations with only neutral stability in the CIBL at Høvsøre 
has been made. This is done by taking the situations where the stability in 20 meters at Høvsøre is 
neutral and analyzing them alongside the situations where no account of the local stability at 
Høvsøre is made. The situations with neutral stability in 20 meters at Høvsøre sum up to a total of 
224 wind profiles. 
 
Assigning the 224 situation where the stability of the CIBL at Høvsøre is neutral to the seven 
stability classes according to the upstream stability yields: 
 
Class 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
L range 0>L>= 
-100 
-100>L 
>=-200 
-200>L 
>=-500 
L>500 & 
L<-500 
500>=L>20
0 
200>=L>
50 
50>=L
>0 
Comment Very 
unstable 
Unstable Slightly 
unstable 
Neutral Slightly 
stable 
Stable Very 
stable 
Amount  13 55 34 28 37 50 7 
Table 5 Upstream stability distribution in situations with neutral atmospheric conditions at Høvsøre 
 
An easier way to view the distribution of the data is to look at the following two pie charts in figure 
6. They both represent the 505 data points used in the analysis, with the diagram to the left 
representing the distribution of the data into the different stability classes at Horns Rev and the 
diagram to the right representing the distribution of the local stability at Høvsøre. The 224 data 
points in the green part in the diagram to the right are representing the situations where the stability 
of the CIBL at Høvsøre is neutral and these 224 data points are the one used to make the analysis as 
described in table 5 above. The situations with other stabilities in the CIBL at Høvsøre are not 
analyzed separately in this study. 
 
 
Figure 6 Distribution of the amount of data in the different stability classes at the two sites 
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It is important to stress that the distribution of the data above only represents the limited data used 
to make this analysis and it should not be considered as representative of the climatologic statistics 
for the stability distribution on the two sites. To discuss whether the distribution is realistic the 
graphs should instead be compared to figure 20 and 21 in [Nissen (2008), pp. 41] that for 
convenience have been put in appendix C of this thesis. 4 From these it can be seen that the 
tendency of having a larger amount of data with neutral stability at Høvsøre is the same and that the 
distribution between stable and unstable measurements at Horns Rev is also more or less the same. 
This implies that the distribution of the stability of the data from the two sites can be considered in 
accordance with [Nisssen (2008)] and hence realistic. Naturally care should be taken when 
discussing the tendencies of the data from Høvsøre because it is the same data that is used in the 
two studies; the only difference is that in this study only 10% of the data from [Nissen (2008)] is 
analyzed due to the direct comparing with the data from Horns Rev.   
 
Another way of assessing the stability is to look at how it is distributed over the months of the year. 
This is shown in figure 7 below for the stability calculated from the 505 data points from Horns 
Rev.  
 
Figure 7 Distribution of the stability classes at Horns Rev over the months of the year. 
 
Again it should be stressed that the graph is not directly representative for any climatologic 
statistics, but still it is possible to discuss the distribution according to the results from [Nissen 
(2008), pp. 41] (see appendix C). The general picture is, that during the summer months the 
atmosphere seems to be more unstable (blue colors) than in months of the winter and early spring, 
where the atmosphere seems to be most stably stratified (red colors). Even though this graph is 
based on rather few data and even has missing or very few data for the months of January and 
August, it still shows more or less the same general picture of seasonal variability as in [Nissen 
(2008)]. It should be stressed that the data from Horns Rev used in this study is not from the same 
period as the one used in [Nissen (2008)] and therefore it is relevant to compare the two studies and 
                                                 
4 Be aware that the color legends used in the two studies are not the same. The order of the color of the stability classes 
is inversed   
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good to see that they agree on the general picture of the yearly stability distribution of the upstream 
MABL.  
4.2.2. Wind profiles for the different stability classes 
The central part of this analysis is the wind profiles at Høvsøre. In the following section all the wind 
profiles from the seven stability classes have been plotted for each stability class. The wind profiles 
are plotted with the height being represented on the logarithmic second axis and the wind speed 
being represented on the first axis and normalized with the friction velocity (eq. 31) measured in 20 
meters. The normalizing is done to enable direct comparison between the different graphs.  
 
There are two plots for each stability class. The plots to the left are showing all the wind profiles 
from the particular stability class of the data from Horns Rev, and the plots to the right are showing 
only the wind profiles with the particular stability class at Horns Rev in situations where the 
stability class at Høvsøre is neutral. In this way it is possible to see all the wind profiles from each 
stability class in the same plot and to compare with the plots for situations with only neutral 
stability in the CIBL at Høvsøre to see how this local stability influence the wind profiles. The 
graphs for all the wind profiles are printed in blue color. 
 
The mean wind profile is calculated from all the wind profiles contained in each plot and marked 
with red color. The standard deviation on the mean wind profile has also been calculated and is 
shown in the shape of red horizontal errorbars for each level of measured wind speed. The formula 
used to calculate the standard deviation is: 
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For the purpose of being able to compare the graphs directly, the original size of the plots has been 
shrunk to fit into the side by side layout used in the following. This layout makes it hard to read the 
standard deviation on the graphs and therefore the plots in their original size has been provided in 
appendix A.  
 
In the following all the plots from the seven different stability classes are shown. The purpose of 
these graphs is to show the general tendencies in the wind profile for each class and so only a few 
comments are made for the plots of each stability class along the way. The discussion of the 
tendencies of the graphs is provided after they have all been presented.  
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Figure 8 Wind profiles for stability class 1 at Horns Rev. Stability class 1 means very unstable atmosphere.  
 
The graphs seen in figure 8 are the ones for stability class 1 at Horns Rev. The plot to the left is 
based on 102 wind profiles, whereas the plot to the right is only based on 13 profiles. Stability class 
1 means that the atmosphere is very unstable, and hence it is not surprising that there are only a few 
situations with neutral stability in the CIBL at Høvsøre while the upstream MABL is very unstable.  
 
 
Figure 9 Wind profiles for stability class 2 at Horns Rev. Stability class 2 means unstable atmosphere.  
 
The plots shown in figure 9 are the ones for stability class 2 at Horns Rev, meaning an unstable 
atmosphere. The plot to the left contains 94 wind profiles and the plot to the right is based on 55 
wind profiles. The plot to the left shows a few wind profiles that deviate from the norm, but this 
does not have a substantial influence on the mean profile.  
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Figure 10 Wind profiles for stability class 3 at Horns Rev. Stability class 3 means slightly unstable atmosphere.  
 
The plots in figure 10 are the ones for stability class 3 at Horns Rev, meaning that the atmosphere is 
only slightly unstable. The left plot is based on 44 wind profiles and the plot to the right is based on 
34 wind profiles.  
 
Figure 11 Wind profiles for stability class 4 at Horns Rev. Stability class 4 means neutral atmosphere.  
 
The plots in figure 11 are representing the neutral stability class at Horn Rev labeled class 4. These 
plots contain 49 wind profiles and 28 wind profiles for the left and right plots respectively. 
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Figure 12 Wind profiles for stability class 5 at Horns Rev. Stability class 5 means slightly stable atmosphere.  
 
The plots above in figure 12 relate to stability class 5, meaning that the atmosphere at Horns Rev is 
slightly stable. The left plot is based on 56 wind profiles and the right plot has 37 wind profiles. 
 
 
 
Figure 13 Wind profiles for stability class 6 at Horns Rev. Stability class 6 means stable atmosphere.  
 
For stability class 6 at Horns Rev the plots in figure 13 contain 97 and 50 wind profiles for the left 
and right plots respectively. Stability class 6 means that the atmosphere is stable at Horns Rev. Note 
that the mean profile has started to lean quite a bit to the right, indicating that the wind speed in the 
upper part of the wind profile is higher as compared to the graphs from the more unstable stability 
classes. There are also a few extreme wind profiles in the plots but due to the large number of wind 
profiles in this plot they do not seem to affect the mean profile considerably.  
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Figure 14 Wind profiles for stability class 7 at Horns Rev. Stability class 7 means very stable atmosphere.  
 
The last stability class in figure 14 is the class with very stable atmosphere at Horns Rev labeled 
number 7. Here the left plot is based on 63 wind profiles, but the right plot is only based on 7 wind 
profiles. This low amount of data for the right plot combined with the rather high spread of the 
measurements of the different levels makes unsuitable for further analysis. Also the systematic 
forms of the graphs at the 80 and 116,5 meter levels indicate that there might be a problem with the 
measurements for these data points, and furthermore the red graph of the mean profile seems not to 
be calculated correctly. Therefore something might have gone wrong in the analysis when making 
this particular graph and hence it will be ignored in the following. The left plot on the other hand 
seems to contain good data.   
 
The general picture for the plots with neutral stability in the CIBL at Høvsøre (all the plots to the 
right except the last) is that the lower parts of the wind profiles seems to be following roughly a 
strait line up to 60 meters meaning that they obey the logarithmic wind profile law of (eq. 39) as 
expected in neutral stability. The only major difference between the lower parts of these graphs is 
their starting point, but this difference can be related directly to the roughness length, z0, as the 
roughness length of the surrounding landscape at Høvsøre changes throughout the year. For the 
graphs without regard to the stability of the CIBL at Høvsøre the lower parts of the wind profiles 
shows a more scattered picture as it is also expected. 
 
The most important tendency that can be seen from the graphs is that the more stable the 
atmosphere gets upstream at Horns Rev the higher wind speed appears to be in the upper part of the 
wind profiles at Høvsøre. This is the main result of the analysis and it can be shown even clearer 
when comparing the mean wind profiles from the different stability classes directly as it is done 
below. 
4.2.3. Comparison of mean wind profiles for all the stability classes 
On the plot below is seen the mean wind profiles from the seven different stability classes.  
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Figure 15 The mean wind profiles for the seven stability classes compared 
 
As the legend to the left shows the very unstable stability class is represented by the blue graph, the 
unstable class by the green graph and the slightly unstable class by the red graph. These three 
graphs of the unstable profiles all lie to the left of the neutral graph represented by the cyan color 
and at the same time they show a tendency to bent slightly to the left in the upper part of the profile 
showing an under speed effect compared to a strictly logarithmic profile. For the slightly stable, 
stable and very stable stability classes, represented by the magenta, yellow and black colored graphs 
respectively, the tendency in the upper part of the wind profile is that they bent slightly to the right 
showing an over speed effect compared to a logarithmic profile. The black graph of the most stable 
class starts unexpected far to the left, but it ends in the top of the profile to the right of all but the 
yellow graph and has a clear tendency of showing an over speed effect in the top of the profile as 
expected. Therefore it could be said that together these graphs confirms the hypothesis that the wind 
profiles at Høvsøre is dependent upon the upstream stability and that the wind speed in the upper 
part of the wind speed appears to increase the more stable the upstream MABL is. 
 
The same kind of plot can also be made for the situations where the wind profile at Høvsøre is 
neutral, and it shows generally the same tendencies as plot described above.  
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Figure 16 The mean wind profiles for all the seven stability classes in case of only neutral stability at Høvsøre.  
 
The only differences in this graph are that the cyan graph of the neutral stability at Horns Rev and 
the magenta graph of the slightly stable stability class at Horns Rev appear to have changed places. 
This should not be seen as a problem because the graphs are almost identical in their behavior and 
based on rather few data that comes from two adjacent stability classes. Also the green and the blue 
graphs has swapped places, but the blue graph is only based on the mean profile from13 data points 
and so rather sensitive to the measured values of each profile. Still it shows the expected behavior 
of bending left in the upper part of the profile. The black graph of the most stable class is ignored in 
this analysis due to the problems mentioned when commenting on figure 14. 
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5. Discussion of the results 
The results presented above show a clear tendency towards that the upper part of the westerly wind 
profiles at Høvsøre is heavily influenced by the upstream stability of the marine atmospheric 
boundary layer present over the North Sea. The observed tendencies follow the theory for the wind 
profiles dependence on stability as discussed in section 2.3.2. The hypothesis of the MABL being a 
major physical player responsible for the wind speed in the upper parts of the wind profiles seems 
therefore to be confirmed by the results. Having that said a few things can be discussed.  
 
First of all the analysis is based on relatively few data available for the study. The reason for having 
only the low number of data available is primarily due to the data quality control used. During the 
study it became evident that there was large amount of invalid data caused by malfunctioning 
instruments, especially at Horns Rev, over longer periods of time which took away many of the 
original measurements. At the same time the direct comparison on timestamp showed that only 10% 
of the available data points from Høvsøre were measured simultaneously on Horns Rev, which 
again lowered the number of data points available for analysis. The 505 remaining data points are 
not much and a verification of the results using a more solid data foundation would be necessary if 
the results should be used to model the physical behavior of the westerly wind profiles at Høvsøre. 
Still the purpose of this thesis was primarily to verify the results from [Nissen (2008)] and this 
purpose is served well since its results are confirmed.  
 
Another thing that can be discussed is the standard deviation on the mean profiles as seen on the 
graphs in appendix A, which for the most plots seems to be quite small, indicating that mean profile 
is a good representative of the general behavior of the wind profiles of the different stability classes. 
The only exception is for the case where the graph is based on very few and irregular data, as 
mentioned for the right plot in figure 14. However taking this graph out of the analysis has no effect 
on the overall conclusions and hence the results can be seen as reliable.   
 
It is also possible to discuss the foundation of this analysis on the Monin-Obukhov similarity theory 
and whether the assumptions of the similarity theory apply enough to justify its use. As it is 
mentioned in section 2.3.2 the Monin-Obukhov similarity theory requires a horizontal homogenous 
and quasistationary surface layer with constant fluxes to apply. These demands are considered to be 
fulfilled in the surface layer over the North Sea and since the Monin-Obukhov length then governs 
the stability of the surface layer over the North Sea, it is plausible to consider this stability as being 
representative for the stability at 80 to 160 meters at Høvsøre when the air is advected onshore.  
 
The analysis was also concerned with the question of to what degree the stability of the growing 
CIBL at Høvsøre would influence the upper part of the wind profiles at Høvsøre. The result seems 
to be that the influence of the growing CIBL has little impact of the tendencies of over and under 
speed in the upper parts of the wind profiles. This again supports the hypothesis that it is mostly the 
stability of the upstream MABL that governs the behavior of the upper parts of the wind profiles at 
Høvsøre.     
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6. Conclusion and outlook 
On the basis of the data analysis and the following discussion it can be concluded that the results of 
this thesis are in agreement with the hypothesis saying that the stability of the MABL has a 
considerable influence on the wind profiles above the CIBL at Høvsøre. It can also be concluded 
that the over speed situations in the upper part of the wind profile might possibly occur due to stable 
atmospheric conditions in the MABL and that under speed situations might possibly occur due to 
unstable atmospheric conditions in the MABL. Therefore the answer to the problem statement is 
that there to a large extent is a connection between the stability of the MABL and the wind speeds 
at heights between 80 and 160 meters at Høvsøre during westerly winds. It is however impossible 
from this analysis to specify how this connection can be modeled. 
 
This result is also in agreement with [Nissen (2008)] which finds a seasonal variability in the 
stability of the MABL with mostly stable situations during winter and spring, and mostly unstable 
situations during summer and autumn, and relates these results to the comparably lower wind 
speeds measured during the summer and autumn contrary to the higher wind speeds measured 
during winter and spring. On this basis [Nissen (2008)] concludes that the stability of the MABL is 
likely to be the major physical cause behind the behavior if the westerly wind profiles at Høvsøre, 
and the study presented in this thesis confirms its result by directly comparing measurements of 
upstream stability with the wind profiles at Høvsøre.   
 
These good results call for further research in the behavior of westerly wind profiles at Høvsøre. To 
be able gain further insight into their dependence of upstream stability during westerly winds there 
is a need for better data than what was available for this study. In the period since the measurements 
for this study was made data from the met mast at Horns Rev has become unavailable to Risø. For 
future research a new place to measure the MABL stability is therefore needed and the best location 
for such a place would be approximately 10 kilometers offshore due west of Høvsøre where the 
presence of the coast is not influencing the measurements. It might be wishful thinking to get such a 
new measuring site, but it would certainly provide much better data for further understanding of the 
westerly wind profiles at Høvsøre, and in this way provide a better foundation to predict the power 
output from the new wind turbines tested by the wind energy industry at Høvsøre.  
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7. List of symbols and acronyms 
 
Symbols: 
x, y, z = coordinates in Cartesian coordinate system 
t = time 
u = longitudinal velocity component 
v = transverse velocity component 
w = vertical velocity component 
g = gravitational acceleration at Earth’s surface 
T = absolute temperature 
Θ = potential temperature 
P = pressure 
ρ  = air density 
τ  = shear stress 
L = Monin-Obukhov length 
 
Acronyms: 
ABL = Atmospheric Boundary Layer (also known as PBL = Planetary Boundary Layer) 
 
IBL = Internal Boundary Layer 
 
SST = Sea Surface Temperature 
 
SL = Surface Layer 
 
MABL = Marine Atmospheric Boundary Layer 
 
CIBL = Coastal Internal Boundary Layer 
 
UTC = Universal Time Coordinated 
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9. Appendices  
9.1. Appendix A – Large size graphs 
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The last plot above is ignored in the analysis as mentioned when commenting on figure 14 
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9.2. Appendix B – MATLAB code used to make the data analysis 
 
This appendix documents the code used to make the data analysis in MATLAB. The code is written 
in different small scripts. A central script to run them all in the right order is provided as the first 
script below. This script also serves a table of contents for the scripts presented in this appendix. 
 
The run_all script: 
%%Defining all constants 
make_constants; 
  
%%Loading and structuring Hoevsore data 
load 10_min_obs_06_07_alle.mat 
make_hoevsore_dates; 
stability_bin_hoevsore; 
  
%Importing, sorting and structuring Horns Rev data 
import_horns_rev2006; 
import_horns_rev2007; 
collect_horns_rev; 
sort_horns_rev; 
structure_horns_rev_collected_sorted; 
  
%Comparing dates in the two dataset and writing dates in string format 
structure_equal_dates; 
  
%Calculating Bulk Richardson number, Monin-Obukhov length and assigning 
%stability class to Horns Rev 
  
Bulk_Rich; 
M_O_horns; 
stability_bin_horns; 
  
%Selecting and structuring in the different stability classes 
structure_stab; 
structure_stab_hoevsore_neutral 
  
%Run plotting of different stability classes etc. separately afterwards 
9.2.1. Scripts for sorting and structuring data 
The make_constants script: 
%This script makes the constants needed in the different parts of the data 
%analysis 
constants.C1 = 10; 
constants.C2 = 10  ;
constants.C3 = 5; 
constants.g = 9.82; 
constants.h = 15; 
constants.K = 273.15; 
constants.z = [10, 40, 60, 80, 100, 116.5, 160]; 
  
%%Defining one hour in numerical format. MATLAB standard pivot date is 1-jan-
0000 00:00:00.  
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hour1 = datenum('1-jan-0000, 01:00:00'); 
hour2 = datenum('1-jan-0000, 02:00:00'); 
constants.one_hour = hour2-hour1; 
clear hour1; 
clear hour2; 
  
%%Defining one minute in numerical format. 
minute1 = datenum('1-jan-0000, 00:01:00'); 
minute2 = datenum('1-jan-0000, 00:02:00'); 
constants.one_minute = minute2-minute1; 
clear minute1; 
clear minute2; 
  
%%Defining one day in numerical format. 
day1 = datenum('1-jan-0000, 01:00:00'); 
day2 = datenum('2-jan-0000, 01:00:00'); 
constants.one_day = day2-day1; 
clear day1; 
clear day2; 
 
The make_hoevsore_dates script: 
%This script converts the original dates format of the Hoevsore data to the 
%MATLAB date format and further to a string format 
dates_hoevsore = num2str(mast_data.name); 
year = str2num(dates_hoevsore(:,1:4)); 
month = str2num(dates_hoevsore(:,5:6)); 
day = str2num(dates_hoevsore(:,7:8)); 
hours = str2num(dates_hoevsore(:,9:10)); 
minutes = str2num(dates_hoevsore(:,11:12)); 
mast_data.dates_num = datenum(year, month, day, hours, minutes, 0); 
mast_data.dates_str = datestr(datenum(year, month, day, hours, minutes, 0)); 
clear dates_hoevsore; 
clear year; 
clear month; 
clear day; 
clear hours; 
clear minutes; 
 
The stability_bin_hoevsore script: 
%This script assigns stability classes to the Hoevsore data 
stability_class = [0, 50; 50, 200; 200, 500; 500, -500; -500, -200; -200, -100; 
-100, -0]; 
  
for i=1:length(mast_data.name) 
    switch 1 
      case (mast_data.L_profile(i,2)>min(stability_class(1,:) )& 
mast_data.L_profile(i,2)<=max(stability_class(1,:))); 
          mast_data.stab(i) = 7; 
       
        case (mast_data.L_profile(i,2)>min(stability_class(2,:) )& 
mast_data.L_profile(i,2)<=max(stability_class(2,:))); 
             mast_data.stab(i) = 6; 
  
        case (mast_data.L_profile(i,2)>min(stability_class(3,:) )& 
mast_data.L_profile(i,2)<=max(stability_class(3,:))); 
             mast_data.stab(i) = 5; 
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        case (mast_data.L_profile(i,2)<min(stability_class(4,:)));  
             mast_data.stab(i) = 4; 
              
        case (mast_data.L_profile(i,2)>max(stability_class(4,:))); 
             mast_data.stab(i) = 4; 
              
        case (mast_data.L_profile(i,2)>=min(stability_class(5,:) )& 
mast_data.L_profile(i,2)<max(stability_class(5,:))); 
             mast_data.stab(i) = 3; 
              
        case (mast_data.L_profile(i,2)>=min(stability_class(6,:) )& 
mast_data.L_profile(i,2)<max(stability_class(6,:))); 
             mast_data.stab(i) = 2; 
              
        case (mast_data.L_profile(i,2)>=min(stability_class(7,:) )& 
mast_data.L_profile(i,2)<max(stability_class(7,:))); 
             mast_data.stab(i) = 1; 
             
    end 
end 
mast_data.stab = mast_data.stab'; 
clear i; 
 
The import_horns_rev2006 script: 
%Imports the data for Horns Rev 2006 from a spread sheet where it is 
%originally stored 
[hornsrev2006, headertext] = xlsread('C:\Documents and 
Settings\Søren\Skrivebord\RUC\RUC Fysik\Bachelorprojekt\Data-opretning\Horns rev 
2006 tilpasset.xls', 'Horns rev 2006'); 
excelDates = xlsread('C:\Documents and Settings\Søren\Skrivebord\RUC\RUC 
Fysik\Bachelorprojekt\Data-opretning\Horns rev 2006 tilpasset.xls', 'Horns rev 
2006', 'A2:A51764');  
matlabDates = datenum('30-Dec-1899') + excelDates; 
hornsrev2006(:,1) = matlabDates + constants.one_hour -(10*constants.one_minute); 
%%Convert UTC time to UTC + 1 for Danish Standart Time and subtracting 10 
minutes to match Høvsøre timestamp 
clear matlabDates; 
clear excelDates; 
  
The data from 2007 is imported in a similar manner in its own script 
 
The collect_horns_rev script: 
%This script collects the data from the two years in the same matrix 
horns_rev_collected = [hornsrev2006;hornsrev2007]; 
 
The sort_horns_rev script: 
%This script sorts the data from Horns Rev 
Data = horns_rev_collected; 
format long g 
wind_above225=0; 
wind_below315=0; 
realtemp13m=0; 
l=0; 
for i=1:size(Data,1) 
      if (Data(i,35)>225)  
         wind_above225 = wind_above225+1; 
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         if (Data(i,35)<315) %selecting only datapoints where wind direction is 
above 225 degrees and below 315 degrees 
          wind_below315=wind_below315+1; 
          if (Data(i,44)>0)%Ensuring realistic temperatures in 13 meters - no 
freezing allowed! 
              realtemp13m=realtemp13m+1; 
            if (Data(i,2)>3) %selecting only datapoints where 10 minutes average 
wind speed in 62 meter above sea level is more than 3 m/s 
              l=l+1; 
                  horns_rev_collected_sorted(l,:) = Data(i,:);  
            end 
          end 
        end                
    end 
     
end 
if j==0 
    fprintf('No data found\n') 
end 
  
clear Data; 
clear wind_above225; 
clear wind_below315; 
clear realtemp13m; 
clear l; 
 
The structure_horns_rev_collected_sorted script: 
%This script structures the sorted Horns Rev data in a structure an  d
%assigns the field names as imported from the original spread sheet 
text=char(headertext); 
for j= 1:size(text,1); 
    s_hr_sorted.(strtrim(text(j,:))) = horns_rev_collected_sorted(:,j); 
end 
s_hr_sorted.dates_str = datestr(s_hr_sorted.year_date_time, 0); 
clear j; 
  
The structure_equal_dates script: 
%Comparing dates in the two dataset 
date_list = compare_date_list(mast_data.dates_num,s_hr_sorted.year_date_time); 
  
%Quality control of Hoevsore data 
%Remove all rows where ustar_3d_profile = 0 for the measurements in 20 meters 
zero = find(mast_data.ustar_3d_profile(:,2)==0); 
for i=1:size(date_list(:,2))-1; 
    for j=1:size(zero)-1; 
        if date_list(i,2) == zero(j) 
            date_list(i,2) = 0; 
        end 
    end 
end 
  
%Remove all rows where L_profile = 0 for the measurements in 20 meters 
zero2 = find(mast_data.L_profile(:,2)==0); 
for i=1:size(date_list(:,2))-1; 
    for j=1:size(zero2)-1; 
        if date_list(i,2) == zero2(j) 
            date_list(i,2) = 0; 
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        end 
    end 
end 
  
%Remove all rows where wind_spd = 0 in 10 m 
zero3 = find(mast_data.wind_profile(:,1)==0); 
for i=1:size(date_list(:,2))-1; 
    for j=1:size(zero3)-1; 
        if date_list(i,2) == zero3(j) 
            date_list(i,2) = 0; 
        end 
    end 
end 
  
%Remove all rows where wind_spd < 3 m/s in 40 m 
zero4 = find(mast_data.wind_profile(:,2)<3); 
for i=1:size(date_list(:,2))-1; 
    for j=1:size(zero4)-1; 
        if date_list(i,2) == zero4(j) 
            date_list(i,2) = 0; 
        end 
    end 
end 
  
%Remove all rows where wind_spd = 0 in 60 m 
zero5 = find(mast_data.wind_profile(:,3)==0); 
for i=1:size(date_list(:,2))-1; 
    for j=1:size(zero5)-1; 
        if date_list(i,2) == zero5(j) 
            date_list(i,2) = 0; 
        end 
    end 
end 
  
%Remove all rows where wind_spd = 0 in 80 m 
zero6 = find(mast_data.wind_profile(:,4)==0); 
for i=1:size(date_list(:,2))-1; 
    for j=1:size(zero6)-1; 
        if date_list(i,2) == zero6(j) 
            date_list(i,2) = 0; 
        end 
    end 
end 
  
%Remove all rows where wind_spd = 0 in 100 m 
zero7 = find(mast_data.wind_profile(:,1)==0); 
for i=1:size(date_list(:,2))-1; 
    for j=1:size(zero7)-1; 
        if date_list(i,2) == zero7(j) 
            date_list(i,2) = 0; 
        end 
    end 
end 
  
%Remove all rows where wind_spd = 0 in 116,5  m
zero8 = find(mast_data.wind_profile(:,1)==0); 
for i=1:size(date_list(:,2))-1; 
    for j=1:size(zero8)-1; 
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        if date_list(i,2) == zero8(j) 
            date_list(i,2) = 0; 
        end 
    end 
end 
  
%Remove all rows where wind_spd = 0 in 160 m 
zero9 = find(mast_data.wind_profile(:,1)==0); 
for i=1:size(date_list(:,2))-1; 
    for j=1:size(zero9)-1; 
        if date_list(i,2) == zero9(j) 
            date_list(i,2) = 0; 
        end 
    end 
end 
  
date_list (find(date_list(:,2)==0),:) = []; 
  
%Structuring the two dataset containing equal timestamps 
s_hoevsore = get_row_in_struct(mast_data, date_list(:,2)); 
  
s_horns_rev = get_row_in_struct(s_hr_sorted, date_list(:,4)); 
  
clear zero; 
clear zero2; 
clear zero3; 
clear zero4; 
clear zero5; 
clear zero6; 
clear zero7; 
clear zero8; 
clear zero9; 
clear i; 
clear j; 
 
The structure_equal_dates relies on three functions as presented in the following: 
 
The compare_dates_list function: 
function [list] = compare_date_list(date1,date2) %% date1 < date2  
%%to call function type 
dates=compare_date_list(mast_data.dates_num,s_hr_sorted.year_date_time); 
j = 1; %date1 
k = 1; %date2 
l = 1; %list 
  
while (j-1<size(date1,1) && k-1<size(date2,1)) 
    if(compare_dates(date1(j),date2(k))==0) 
        list(l,1)=date1(j); 
        list(l,2)=j;  %%j writes the row number for date1 in list 
        list(l,3)=date2(k); 
        list(l,4)=k;  %%k writes the row number for date2 in list 
        j=j+1; 
        l=l+1; 
    elseif(compare_dates(date1(j),date2(k))==-1) 
        j=j+1; 
    else 
        k=k+1; 
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    end 
end 
  
 
The compare_dates function: 
%This loop is used to compare the dates and return 0 if they are equal 
function [out] = compare_dates(date1,date2) 
if (date1 == date2) 
    out=0; 
elseif (date1 < date2) 
    out=-1; 
else  
    out=1; 
end 
 
The get_row_in_struct funciton: 
%This function gets the rows in a structure specified by a list of the 
%requested rows 
function [s] = get_row_in_struct(data,row) 
names = strtrim(char(fieldnames(data))); 
j=1; 
s = struct; 
while j-1<size(names,1) 
    temp=getfield(data,names(j,:)); 
    s=setfield(s,names(j,:),temp(row,:)); 
    j=j+1; 
end 
clear names; 
 
The next script in the overall run_all script is then 
 
The Bulk_Rich script: 
%This script calculates the bulk Richardson number for the Horns Rev data 
for j=1:length(s_horns_rev.year_date_time) 
    s_horns_rev.T_kelvin_13m(j,1) = s_horns_rev.T_ave_13m_ne(j,1)+ constants.K;  
  
    s_horns_rev.T_kelvin_minus_4m(j,1) = s_horns_rev.Twater_ave_minus_4m(j,1)+ 
constants.K; 
end 
  
clear j; 
     
for i=1:length(s_horns_rev.year_date_time) 
         
    s_horns_rev.BRN(i,1) = 
constants.g*constants.h*(s_horns_rev.T_kelvin_13m(i,1)-
s_horns_rev.T_kelvin_minus_4m(i,1))./(s_horns_rev.T_kelvin_13m(i,1)*s_horns_rev.
wsp_ave_15m_ne(i,1)^2); 
  
end 
  
clear i; 
  
The M_O_horns script: 
%This script calculates the Monin-Obukhov length for the Horns Rev data 
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%from the calculated bulk Richardson number of the Bulk_Rich script 
for i=1:length(s_horns_rev.year_date_time) 
    
    if (s_horns_rev.BRN(i,1)<0) 
        s_horns_rev.L(i,1) = 
(s_horns_rev.T_kelvin_13m(i,1)*s_horns_rev.wsp_ave_15m_ne(i,1)^2)./(constants.C1
*constants.g*(s_horns_rev.T_kelvin_13m(i,1)-
s_horns_rev.T_kelvin_minus_4m(i,1))); 
    elseif (s_horns_rev.BRN(i,1)==0) 
        s_horns_rev.L(i,1)= 999; 
        %%secures no division by zero when calculating L from the BRN 
    else 
        s_horns_rev.L(i,1) = 
(s_horns_rev.T_kelvin_13m(i,1)*s_horns_rev.wsp_ave_15m_ne(i,1)^2)./(constants.C2
*constants.g*(s_horns_rev.T_kelvin_13m(i,1)-
s_horns_rev.T_kelvin_minus_4m(i,1)))-constants.h*(constants.C3./constants.C2);     
    end  
end 
  
clear i; 
 
The stability_bin_horns script: 
%This script assigns stability classes to the Horns Rev data 
stability_class = [0, 50; 50, 200; 200, 500; 500, -500; -500, -200; -200, -100; 
-100, -0]; 
for i=1:length(s_horns_rev.year_date_time) 
    switch 1 
      case (s_horns_rev.L(i)>min(stability_class(1,:) )& 
s_horns_rev.L(i)<=max(stability_class(1,:))); 
          s_horns_rev.stab(i) = 7; 
       
        case (s_horns_rev.L(i)>min(stability_class(2,:) )& 
s_horns_rev.L(i)<=max(stability_class(2,:))); 
             s_horns_rev.stab(i) = 6; 
  
        case (s_horns_rev.L(i)>min(stability_class(3,:) )& 
s_horns_rev.L(i)<=max(stability_class(3,:))); 
             s_horns_rev.stab(i) = 5; 
              
        case (s_horns_rev.L(i)<min(stability_class(4,:)));  
             s_horns_rev.stab(i) = 4; 
              
        case (s_horns_rev.L(i)>max(stability_class(4,:))); 
             s_horns_rev.stab(i) = 4; 
              
        case (s_horns_rev.L(i)>=min(stability_class(5,:) )& 
s_horns_rev.L(i)<max(stability_class(5,:))); 
             s_horns_rev.stab(i) = 3; 
              
        case (s_horns_rev.L(i)>=min(stability_class(6,:) )& 
s_horns_rev.L(i)<max(stability_class(6,:))); 
             s_horns_rev.stab(i) = 2; 
              
        case (s_horns_rev.L(i)>=min(stability_class(7,:) )& 
s_horns_rev.L(i)<max(stability_class(7,:))); 
             s_horns_rev.stab(i) = 1; 
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    end 
end 
s_horns_rev.stab = s_horns_rev.stab'; 
clear i; 
 
The structure_stab script: 
%This script puts the Høvsøre data into seven different structures according to 
%the upstream stability at Horns Rev at the same time 
  
%%stability class 1 
stab1 = stab_dates(s_horns_rev.stab,1); %%get dates with stability class 1 in 
s_horns_rev 
s_hoevsore_stab1 = get_row_in_struct(s_hoevsore, stab1); %%get data in 
s_hoevsore corresponding with stability class 1 in s_horns_rev  
  
%%stability class 2 
stab2 = stab_dates(s_horns_rev.stab,2); 
s_hoevsore_stab2 = get_row_in_struct(s_hoevsore, stab2); 
  
%%stability class 3 
stab3 = stab_dates(s_horns_rev.stab,3); 
s_hoevsore_stab3 = get_row_in_struct(s_hoevsore, stab3); 
  
%%stability class 4 
stab4 = stab_dates(s_horns_rev.stab,4); 
s_hoevsore_stab4 = get_row_in_struct(s_hoevsore, stab4); 
  
%%stability class 5 
stab5 = stab_dates(s_horns_rev.stab,5); 
s_hoevsore_stab5 = get_row_in_struct(s_hoevsore, stab5); 
  
%%stability class 6 
stab6 = stab_dates(s_horns_rev.stab, 6); 
s_hoevsore_stab6 = get_row_in_struct(s_hoevsore, stab6); 
  
%%stability class 7 
stab7 = stab_dates(s_horns_rev.stab,7); 
s_hoevsore_stab7 = get_row_in_struct(s_hoevsore, stab7); 
  
clear stab1; 
clear stab2; 
clear stab3; 
clear stab4; 
clear stab5; 
clear stab6; 
clear stab7; 
  
The structure_stab script uses the function presented in the following 
 
The stab_dates function: 
function [out]= stab_dates(site,stab) 
i = 1; 
j = 1; 
int out ; 
while i-1<length(site) 
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    if (site(i) == stab) 
        out(j,1) = i; 
        i=i+1; 
        j=j+1; 
    else 
        i=i+1; 
    end 
end 
  
clear i; 
clear j; 
         
The same function is reused in the script that structures the data with only neutral stability at 
Høvsøre as presented below. 
 
The structure_stab_hoevsore_neutral script: 
%This script puts only the Høvsøre data with neutral stability into seven 
different structures according to 
%the upstream stability at Horns Rev at the same time 
  
stabx = stab_dates(s_hoevsore.stab,4); 
s_hoevsore_stab_neutral = get_row_in_struct(s_hoevsore, stabx); 
date_list2 = 
compare_date_list(s_hoevsore_stab_neutral.dates_num,s_horns_rev.year_date_time); 
s_horns_rev_stab_neutral_hoevsore = get_row_in_struct(s_horns_rev, 
date_list2(:,4)); 
  
%%stability class 1 
stab1 = stab_dates(s_horns_rev_stab_neutral_hoevsore.stab,1); %%get dates with 
stability class 1 in s_horns_rev 
s_hoevsore_stab_neutral_1 = get_row_in_struct(s_hoevsore_stab_neutral, stab1); 
%%get data in s_hoevsore corresponding with stability class 1 in s_horns_rev  
  
%%stability class 2 
stab2 = stab_dates(s_horns_rev_stab_neutral_hoevsore.stab,2); 
s_hoevsore_stab_neutral_2 = get_row_in_struct(s_hoevsore_stab_neutral, stab2); 
  
%%stability class 3 
stab3 = stab_dates(s_horns_rev_stab_neutral_hoevsore.stab,3); 
s_hoevsore_stab_neutral_3 = get_row_in_struct(s_hoevsore_stab_neutral, stab3); 
  
%%stability class 4 
stab4 = stab_dates(s_horns_rev_stab_neutral_hoevsore.stab,4); 
s_hoevsore_stab_neutral_4 = get_row_in_struct(s_hoevsore_stab_neutral, stab4); 
  
%%stability class 5 
stab5 = stab_dates(s_horns_rev_stab_neutral_hoevsore.stab,5); 
s_hoevsore_stab_neutral_5 = get_row_in_struct(s_hoevsore_stab_neutral, stab5); 
  
%%stability class 6 
stab6 = stab_dates(s_horns_rev_stab_neutral_hoevsore.stab, 6); 
s_hoevsore_stab_neutral_6 = get_row_in_struct(s_hoevsore_stab_neutral, stab6); 
  
%%stability class 7 
stab7 = stab_dates(s_horns_rev_stab_neutral_hoevsore.stab,7); 
s_hoevsore_stab_neutral_7 = get_row_in_struct(s_hoevsore_stab_neutral, stab7); 
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clear stab1; 
clear stab2; 
clear stab3; 
clear stab4; 
clear stab5; 
clear stab6; 
clear stab7; 
clear date_list2; 
clear stabx; 
9.2.2. Scripts for plotting data 
The following scripts are used to plot the data. Many of the graphs plotted uses almost similar code 
and therefore only selected scripts representing one from each type of the graphs are presented. 
 
The plot_stab_bar script: 
%This script plots the graph of stability distribution on months 
months=zeros(7,12); 
monthnom=month(s_hoevsore_stab1.dates_num); 
  
[m,n]=size(s_hoevsore_stab1.dates_num); 
for i=1:m 
   switch 1 
       case(monthnom(i)==1); 
           months(1,1)=months(1,1)+1; 
       case(monthnom(i)==2); 
           months(1,2)=months(1,2)+1; 
       case(monthnom(i)==3); 
           months(1,3)=months(1,3)+1; 
       case(monthnom(i)==4); 
           months(1,4)=months(1,4)+1; 
       case(monthnom(i)==5); 
           months(1,5)=months(1,5)+1; 
       case(monthnom(i)==6); 
           months(1,6)=months(1,6)+1; 
       case(monthnom(i)==7); 
           months(1,7)=months(1,7)+1; 
       case(monthnom(i)==8); 
           months(1,8)=months(1,8)+1; 
       case(monthnom(i)==9); 
           months(1,9)=months(1,9)+1; 
       case(monthnom(i)==10); 
           months(1,10)=months(1,10)+1; 
       case(monthnom(i)==11); 
           months(1,11)=months(1,11)+1; 
       case(monthnom(i)==12); 
           months(1,12)=months(1,12)+1; 
   end 
end 
  
clear monthnom; 
clear i; 
clear n; 
clear m; 
  
monthnom2=month(s_hoevsore_stab2.dates_num); 
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[m,n]=size(s_hoevsore_stab2.dates_num); 
for i=1:m 
   switch 1 
       case(monthnom2(i)==1); 
           months(2,1)=months(2,1)+1; 
       case(monthnom2(i)==2); 
           months(2,2)=months(2,2)+1; 
       case(monthnom2(i)==3); 
           months(2,3)=months(2,3)+1; 
       case(monthnom2(i)==4); 
           months(2,4)=months(2,4)+1; 
       case(monthnom2(i)==5); 
           months(2,5)=months(2,5)+1; 
       case(monthnom2(i)==6); 
           months(2,6)=months(2,6)+1; 
       case(monthnom2(i)==7); 
           months(2,7)=months(2,7)+1; 
       case(monthnom2(i)==8); 
           months(2,8)=months(2,8)+1; 
       case(monthnom2(i)==9); 
           months(2,9)=months(2,9)+1; 
       case(monthnom2(i)==10); 
           months(2,10)=months(2,10)+1; 
       case(monthnom2(i)==11); 
           months(2,11)=months(2,11)+1; 
       case(monthnom2(i)==12); 
           months(2,12)=months(2,12)+1; 
   end 
end 
  
clear monthnom2; 
clear i; 
clear n; 
clear m; 
  
monthnom3=month(s_hoevsore_stab3.dates_num); 
  
[m,n]=size(s_hoevsore_stab3.dates_num); 
for i=1:m 
   switch 1 
       case(monthnom3(i)==1); 
           months(3,1)=months(3,1)+1; 
       case(monthnom3(i)==2); 
           months(3,2)=months(3,2)+1; 
       case(monthnom3(i)==3); 
           months(3,3)=months(3,3)+1; 
       case(monthnom3(i)==4); 
           months(3,4)=months(3,4)+1; 
       case(monthnom3(i)==5); 
           months(3,5)=months(3,5)+1; 
       case(monthnom3(i)==6); 
           months(3,6)=months(3,6)+1; 
       case(monthnom3(i)==7); 
           months(3,7)=months(3,7)+1; 
       case(monthnom3(i)==8); 
           months(3,8)=months(3,8)+1; 
       case(monthnom3(i)==9); 
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           months(3,9)=months(3,9)+1; 
       case(monthnom3(i)==10); 
           months(3,10)=months(3,10)+1; 
       case(monthnom3(i)==11); 
           months(3,11)=months(3,11)+1; 
       case(monthnom2(i)==12); 
           months(3,12)=months(3,12)+1; 
   end 
end 
  
clear monthnom3; 
clear i; 
clear n; 
clear m; 
  
monthnom4=month(s_hoevsore_stab4.dates_num); 
  
[m,n]=size(s_hoevsore_stab4.dates_num); 
for i=1:m 
   switch 1 
       case(monthnom4(i)==1); 
           months(4,1)=months(4,1)+1; 
       case(monthnom4(i)==2); 
           months(4,2)=months(4,2)+1; 
       case(monthnom4(i)==3); 
           months(4,3)=months(4,3)+1; 
       case(monthnom4(i)==4); 
           months(4,4)=months(4,4)+1; 
       case(monthnom4(i)==5); 
           months(4,5)=months(4,5)+1; 
       case(monthnom4(i)==6); 
           months(4,6)=months(4,6)+1; 
       case(monthnom4(i)==7); 
           months(4,7)=months(4,7)+1; 
       case(monthnom4(i)==8); 
           months(4,8)=months(4,8)+1; 
       case(monthnom4(i)==9); 
           months(4,9)=months(4,9)+1; 
       case(monthnom4(i)==10); 
           months(4,10)=months(4,10)+1; 
       case(monthnom4(i)==11); 
           months(4,11)=months(4,11)+1; 
       case(monthnom4(i)==12); 
           months(4,12)=months(4,12)+1; 
   end 
end 
  
clear monthnom4; 
clear i; 
clear n; 
clear m; 
  
monthnom5=month(s_hoevsore_stab5.dates_num); 
  
[m,n]=size(s_hoevsore_stab5.dates_num); 
for i=1:m 
   switch 1 
       case(monthnom5(i)==1); 
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           months(5,1)=months(5,1)+1; 
       case(monthnom5(i)==2); 
           months(5,2)=months(5,2)+1; 
       case(monthnom5(i)==3); 
           months(5,3)=months(5,3)+1; 
       case(monthnom5(i)==4); 
           months(5,4)=months(5,4)+1; 
       case(monthnom5(i)==5); 
           months(5,5)=months(5,5)+1; 
       case(monthnom5(i)==6); 
           months(5,6)=months(5,6)+1; 
       case(monthnom5(i)==7); 
           months(5,7)=months(5,7)+1; 
       case(monthnom5(i)==8); 
           months(5,8)=months(5,8)+1; 
       case(monthnom5(i)==9); 
           months(5,9)=months(5,9)+1; 
       case(monthnom5(i)==10); 
           months(5,10)=months(5,10)+1; 
       case(monthnom5(i)==11); 
           months(5,11)=months(5,11)+1; 
       case(monthnom5(i)==12); 
           months(5,12)=months(5,12)+1; 
   end 
end 
  
clear monthnom5; 
clear i; 
clear n; 
clear m; 
  
monthnom6=month(s_hoevsore_stab6.dates_num); 
  
[m,n]=size(s_hoevsore_stab6.dates_num); 
for i=1:m 
   switch 1 
       case(monthnom6(i)==1); 
           months(6,1)=months(6,1)+1; 
       case(monthnom6(i)==2); 
           months(6,2)=months(6,2)+1; 
       case(monthnom6(i)==3); 
           months(6,3)=months(6,3)+1; 
       case(monthnom6(i)==4); 
           months(6,4)=months(6,4)+1; 
       case(monthnom6(i)==5); 
           months(6,5)=months(6,5)+1; 
       case(monthnom6(i)==6); 
           months(6,6)=months(6,6)+1; 
       case(monthnom6(i)==7); 
           months(6,7)=months(6,7)+1; 
       case(monthnom6(i)==8); 
           months(6,8)=months(6,8)+1; 
       case(monthnom6(i)==9); 
           months(6,9)=months(6,9)+1; 
       case(monthnom6(i)==10); 
           months(6,10)=months(6,10)+1; 
       case(monthnom6(i)==11); 
           months(6,11)=months(6,11)+1; 
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       case(monthnom6(i)==12); 
           months(6,12)=months(6,12)+1; 
   end 
end 
  
clear monthnom6; 
clear i; 
clear n; 
clear m; 
  
monthnom7=month(s_hoevsore_stab7.dates_num); 
  
[m,n]=size(s_hoevsore_stab7.dates_num); 
for i=1:m 
   switch 1 
       case(monthnom7(i)==1); 
           months(7,1)=months(7,1)+1; 
       case(monthnom7(i)==2); 
           months(7,2)=months(7,2)+1; 
       case(monthnom7(i)==3); 
           months(7,3)=months(7,3)+1; 
       case(monthnom7(i)==4); 
           months(7,4)=months(7,4)+1; 
       case(monthnom7(i)==5); 
           months(7,5)=months(7,5)+1; 
       case(monthnom7(i)==6); 
           months(7,6)=months(7,6)+1; 
       case(monthnom7(i)==7); 
           months(7,7)=months(7,7)+1; 
       case(monthnom7(i)==8); 
           months(7,8)=months(7,8)+1; 
       case(monthnom7(i)==9); 
           months(7,9)=months(7,9)+1; 
       case(monthnom7(i)==10); 
           months(7,10)=months(7,10)+1; 
       case(monthnom7(i)==11); 
           months(7,11)=months(7,11)+1; 
       case(monthnom7(i)==12); 
           months(7,12)=months(7,12)+1; 
   end 
end 
  
clear monthnom7; 
clear i; 
clear n; 
clear m; 
  
bar(months','stacked'); 
title('Monthly upstream stability distribution'); 
legend('0>L>=-100','-100>L>=-200','-200>L>=-500','-
500>L>500','500>=L>200','200>=L>50','50>=L>0'); 
xlabel('Months') 
ylabel('Amount') 
 
The plot_stab_circle_horns_rev script: 
%This script plots a pie diagram of the distribution of the stability in the 
different stability classes at Horns Rev 
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total = size(s_horns_rev.year_date_time(:,1)); 
stab(1:7)=0; 
for i=1:total; 
    stab(s_horns_rev.stab(i))=stab(s_horns_rev.stab(i))+1; 
end 
  
stab1str = [num2str(stab(1,1)) blanks(1) 'in 0>L>=-100'  blanks(12)]; 
  
stab2str = [num2str(stab(1,2)) blanks(1) 'in -100>L>=-200' blanks(15)]; 
  
stab3str = [num2str(stab(1,3)) blanks(1) 'in -200>L>=-500' blanks(5)]; 
  
stab4str = [blanks(12) num2str(stab(1,4)) blanks(1) 'in -500>L>500']; 
  
stab5str = [blanks(14) num2str(stab(1,5)) blanks(1) 'in 500>=L>200']; 
  
stab6str = [blanks(15) num2str(stab(1,6)) blanks(1) 'in 200>=L>50']; 
  
stab7str = [num2str(stab(1,7)) blanks(1) 'in 50>=L>0']; 
  
pie(stab,{stab1str,stab2str,stab3str,stab4str,stab5str,stab6str,stab7str}); 
title('Distribution of stability at Horns rev'); 
  
clear stab; 
clear i; 
clear total; 
clear stab1str; 
clear stab2str; 
clear stab3str; 
clear stab4str; 
clear stab5str; 
clear stab6str; 
clear stab7str; 
 
The plotting_profile_stab1 script: 
%This script plots all the wind profiles for Høvsøre with upstream 
%stability class number 1. The mean wind profile is plotted on top of 
%these in read color and with standard deviation bars 
sizeof = size(s_hoevsore_stab1.wind_profile); 
for i=1:sizeof(1,1) 
  
    s_hoevsore_stab1.wspnormustar(i,:) 
=s_hoevsore_stab1.wind_profile(i,1:7)/s_hoevsore_stab1.ustar_3d_profile(i,2); 
    semilogy(s_hoevsore_stab1.wspnormustar,constants.z, '-ob'); 
    grid on 
    hold on 
  
end 
set(gca,'xlim',[10 40],'ylim',[9 200]) 
clear i; 
  
%%plotting the mean wind profile 
s_hoevsore_stab1.mean_wind_profile = mean(s_hoevsore_stab1.wind_profile); 
s_hoevsore_stab1.mean_ustar = mean(s_hoevsore_stab1.ustar_3d_profile); 
s_hoevsore_stab1.mean_wspnormustar = 
s_hoevsore_stab1.mean_wind_profile/s_hoevsore_stab1.mean_ustar(2); 
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%semilogy(s_hoevsore_stab1.mean_wspnormustar,constants.z, '-+r'); 
  
s_hoevsore_stab1.std = std(s_hoevsore_stab1.wind_profile)/sqrt(sizeof(1,1)); 
errorbar_x(s_hoevsore_stab1.mean_wspnormustar,constants.z, 
s_hoevsore_stab1.std,'-+r'); 
  
title('Wind profile at Høvsore with upstream stability in 0>L>=-100'); 
xlabel('u(z)/u*'); 
ylabel('log z'); 
  
clear sizeof; 
 
The plotting_profile_all_means script: 
%This script plots all the mean wind profiles from the seven different 
%upstream stability classes 
  
%stability class 1 - blue color 
semilogy(s_hoevsore_stab1.mean_wspnormustar,constants.z, '-+b'); 
  
grid on  
hold on 
  
%stability class 2 - green color 
semilogy(s_hoevsore_stab2.mean_wspnormustar,constants.z, '-+g'); 
  
%stability class 3 - red color 
semilogy(s_hoevsore_stab3.mean_wspnormustar,constants.z, '-+r'); 
  
%stability class 4 - cyan color 
semilogy(s_hoevsore_stab4.mean_wspnormustar,constants.z, '-+c'); 
  
%stability class 5 - magenta color 
semilogy(s_hoevsore_stab5.mean_wspnormustar,constants.z, '-+m'); 
  
%stability class 6 - yellow color 
semilogy(s_hoevsore_stab6.mean_wspnormustar,constants.z, '-+y'); 
  
%stability class 1 - black color 
semilogy(s_hoevsore_stab7.mean_wspnormustar,constants.z, '-+k'); 
  
set(gca,'xlim',[12 24],'ylim',[0 200]) 
title('Mean wind profiles at Høvsore compared for all upstream stability 
classes'); 
xlabel('u(z)/u*'); 
ylabel('log z'); 
legend('0>L>=-100','-100>L>=-200','-200>L>=-500','-
500>L>500','500>=L>200','200>=L>50','50>=L>0'); 
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9.3. Appendix C – Figures from [Nissen (2008)] used for comparison 
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Figure 17 The original figure 20 from [Nissen (2008), pp. 41]. The original figure text says “Høvsøre test station: 
monthly stability distribution (bar graph, upper) and yearly distribution of the stability distribution (pie chart, lower). 
Left hand integers denote number of observation in stability class (legend, lower)”   
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Figure 18 The original figure 21 from [Nissen (2008), pp. 41]. The original figure text says “Horns Rev wind farm: 
monthly stability distribution (bar graph, upper) and yearly distribution of the stability distribution (pie chart, lower) 
Left hand integers denote number of observation in stability class (legend, lower). The data is from the period 
December 2003 to November 2004 for the 2250 – 3150 wind direction sector. L is calculated from the bulk Richardson 
number following Grachev and Fairall (1996).” 
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